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Comments from the Judges
Steve Almond on Lisa Locascio’s story, The Emerald Inn: “I
loved the sense of assurance in this story, the keen intellect of
the narrator, and the deep attention paid to our heroine. The
events are not, in and of themselves, tumultuous. But the way
in which the author captures the consciousness of this young
woman, in her struggle to figure out who she is, astonishes, as
does the prose, which is deft and assured. The poetry of each
line resides in its precision.”
Kim Addonizio on Nancy Dobson’s poems: “This is an
impressive poet who keeps an ear close to the ground. The
sharp, precise images bring us into a particular consciousness,
emotionally and intellectually acute; the poems know what
they’re up to, and often end by delivering one more jolt to the
mind and heart.”
David Corbett on Lynn Miller’s novel excerpt: “The Day After
Death explores one woman’s helpless imprisonment in the
past—and her brave, uninvited battle for freedom in the
present. In its examination of trust, intimacy and memory, it
recognizes the slippery nature of personal truth, and makes a
claim for the importance of raw honesty in the face of
convenient deceit.”
Robin Hemley on Myra Strober’s memoir, Kicking Down the
Door: Berkeley 1970: “What I like most is the interplay between the older and younger selves of the narrator, and that
initial scene is also so striking in its absurdity. I feel outrage
tempered with bemusement at the flagrant discrimination the
piece recounts. Likewise, the essay delivers a strong history
lesson without ever being dogmatic. The essay becomes larger
than the memoir of one woman, while staying largely personal.”
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Preface

O

ne of the many pleasures of the Mendocino Coast
Writers Conference is the opportunity for participants
to submit their work to our annual writing contest. In
addition to a cash prize, winners read their pieces before
an appreciative audience, and see their work published
in the conference journal. In past years, the journal was
printed in a limited edition chapbook and sold only at the
conference. But such excellent writing deserves a wider
readership, so this year we’re proud to present our brand
new Noyo River Review, available both online and print-ondemand. In these pages, please enjoy the stories, essays
and poems by our contest, fellowship, and Young Writer
Scholarship winners. We’ve also included artwork by
members of the Mendocino Art Center, one of our partners
in the rich cultural life of the Mendocino Coast.
You can read more about the Mendocino Coast Writers
Conference in the back pages of this journal. If you are
a writer, we can offer you a warm welcome at future
conferences.

Maureen Eppstein

Executive Director, Mendocino Coast Writers Conference
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Lynn C. Miller
The Day After Death (Excerpt)
Chapter 1

First Place Novel

D

eep in sleep and shadow, the house stirs as the moon rises.
Amanda wakes, aware of night sounds—the humidifier
whines in the hall, the blinds tap-tap against the window in the
breeze, the dreaming dog’s nails click against the wood floor.
When she hears her brother Adrian fidgeting in the room next to
hers, she turns uneasily in bed.
She hears the rude scrape of his headboard hitting the
wall—a sound she’s heard many times—and she pictures him
flinging aside the blankets in his bed and pushing himself
upright. Her chest hurts and she coughs, even though she tries
not to. She hopes he will go back to sleep, fearing what Adrian
might do and where he might go during his night walks. Every
muscle tenses with dread as she tries to breathe quietly through
clogged sinuses. Don’t come in here.
Amanda’s coughing goes on and on, and even though she
cannot put it into words, she senses how the sound grates against
the thin membrane of his patience. Adrian has no patience.
She imagines her brother in his bed, one hand clutching
at the crotch of his pajama bottoms, at the knot beneath the thin
fabric. Then, as if her body is plastered against the ceiling in
his room, she watches him slipping from the bed into a springy
crouch. He sneaks into the hall, knees bent, ready to leap back
into his room if either of their parents appears. She sees his scary
shadow moving down the narrow corridor, hears the soft slide of
steps in the hall.
Back in her room, she hears the footsteps in the hall creep
closer. Feverish with a cold, she feels weak and exposed. She
blinks furiously, concentrating on her parents sleeping at the end
of the house. Please come. Now.
Her room crackles with energy as Adrian crosses the
threshold. His right hand brushes the varnished molding around
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the door, his fingertips inch down the wall and detect the light
switch, but he doesn’t flip the lights on. He never does. The
moon’s glow spreads through the room, highlighting her narrow
bed, her body the small mound at its center.
He glides closer in his gladiator’s crouch. She’s seen the
covers of the books he reads, stories about ancient arenas, grand
and ghostly in the moonlight. He steps toward her, one arm
rising in front of his hairless chest like a shield. Gray eyes alert, he
circles his opponent.
Amanda’s thin neck cranes upward, her anxious blue eyes
track his motion. Her brother’s shadow on the wall is huge and
menacing. Tears leak in a crooked stream down her cheeks. Her
small chest heaves up and down. When she tries to speak, her
voice is a mere crackle of sound. “What are you…”
He growls low in his throat. “Be quiet. Listen. There’s a
monster in here. It’ll get you.”
She draws in a ragged, shaky breath, too scared to speak
yet afraid to be silent. A hoarse breath. “What?”
“The monster. You know it.” Adrian squints down at her.
“You’ve seen its shadow already.”
“Ohhh,” she says. Dark blond hair clings to Amanda’s
head in clumps, as if unevenly plastered. Her breath snags in her
throat. She manages a bare whisper, “You mean the snake?”
Adrian chants: “A huge snake, green and red, with jaggy
scales. Its skin is wet and slimy and slippery. It wraps around your
neck. Then it puffs up, coiling tighter and tighter until you can’t
breathe at all…”
Amanda pulls the blue blanket up to her eyes. “Stop it,”
she says. “I hate that snake.” But even if he could stop, it’s too
late—with his words the snake rears into her mind. Its body
slithers toward her, the head curving back to strike.
Adrian raises his arm in a sinewy motion and hisses. He
steps closer and jerks the blanket down to her waist. Amanda
blinks and shivers. She tugs at the blanket.
Her brother pushes his knotty fists hard against her bony
chest. “It hates you, too.” His voice sharpens into a rasp: “Look,
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it’s crawling at the end of the bed and starting to slide up your leg.
See it—there! It’s under the covers now. It’s wet and cold and its
tongue is licking your feet.”
“No, don’t. No, no, no…” Amanda gasps for breath and
starts to cry. Her brother frightens her even more than the snake.
Adrian’s twelve-year-old arms are strong from helping his
father in his welding shop. He clamps a calloused hand over her
moist lips. “Be still!” he hisses. “If you move, it’ll get you faster.
The poison will go straight to your heart and kill you. Your only
chance to live is if you’re totally still and quiet.”
Amanda squirms under his grip, chest heaving. Each
breath is a struggle. She tries to call out, her voice a tiny croak:
“Dad…” Mucus clogs her throat, prompting another eruption of
coughing.
“Stop it, you baby.” Adrian presses his hand down against
her lips, grinding the soft flesh against her teeth.
Her eyes, wide and glassy, scan his face frantically. Her
face glistens with tears and sweat. She suspects that Adrian hates
her eyes staring at him, judging him, expecting something of him.
His voice breaks: “Jesus, stop looking at me!”
Amanda sees only hardness in his face. She squeezes her
eyes shut as her lungs fight for air—she never wants to see him
again. She stops breathing.
Behind her closed eyes, she feels the heat of his eyes upon
her. He taps her breastbone. “Manda?” Nothing. “Hey,” he says.
“Wake up.”
Amanda’s eyes open just a sliver, enough to see him
looking over his shoulder. He waits, hesitating.
A moment later, Amanda draws in a painful breath and
holds it. A low buzzing moan of despair bursts from her mouth,
an ugly, desperate sound. Adrian snaps his hand away as if he’s
been stung.
Just then a harsh light fills the room. “What’s the matter?”
Their mother, Eva, stands blinking in the doorway. Her grayishblonde hair swirls around her high forehead in uneven peaks.
Adrian slips his hands from his sister’s chest and grips
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her armpits; he scoots her upright. He moves the sides of his
hands up and down her spine in a short chopping motion,
as if tenderizing meat. “It’s Manda. She’s having an attack or
something. She can’t breathe.”
Amanda recoils from him. Adrian always lies. She begins
to wail. “He’s choking me!” Her arms reach out for her mother.
Foggy from sleep, Eva picks up her daughter. “Shhhh,” she
says. “It’s nothing. Adrian was just trying to help.”
“No! I was okay before. He woke me up. He scared me, he
was hurting me...”
Eva touches Amanda’s forehead. “Honey, you’re okay. You
have a cold, that’s all.” She turns to Adrian. “Go back to bed. Next
time, wake me up.”
“She’s such a baby,” he says. “He’s choking me,” he mimics
her in a high voice. “That’s crap.”
Eva pries Amanda’s sticky fingers from her neck where
they burrow for safety. “You’re too hot. Don’t hold so tight.” She
turns to Adrian. “She doesn’t feel good. You know she’s not a
baby. But she’s still small, so be nice to her.”
“I am nice to her.” Adrian’s voice is fierce. “Everyone’s so
nice to her it makes me sick.”
“Adrian,” Eva’s voice is weary. “Go back to bed. Now.”
“Okay, I’m going.”
Amanda knows he’s waiting for her to meet his eyes.
When she does, he says softly, “I’ll see you in the morning.
Goodnight, Manda.”
She doesn’t say anything. He folds his arms across his bare
chest. His narrow eyes bore into her far-spaced ones. “Sleep tight.”
His lips thin into a hard little smile that fades as he turns to leave
the room.
Eva’s tired face brightens as she watches Adrian walk away.
She yawns and replaces Amanda in the crumpled sheets.
“Mom?” Amanda pipes up in a small voice. “Adrian is
scary. He’s—”
“Adrian is just a boy, that’s all. We’ll talk tomorrow. Let’s
try and get some sleep, okay?”
-11-

“But, Mom…”
“We’ll talk about it tomorrow, honey.” Eva pats the blanket
around her daughter’s shoulders and slips out of the room.
Amanda lies in the bed. Her congested chest makes her
feel like she is underwater, straining to breathe through a thin
straw. She imagines Adrian’s snake trailing tepid ooze over her
legs; her feet twitch and itch.
She isn’t sure if Adrian will return or not. The rapid
ticking of her heartbeat, the constant drumbeat of her fear, keeps
Amanda awake. Pressed against the pillow, her ears pulse with her
heart’s panic. Rigid, straining for the sound of footfalls, she waits.
Her body jolts upright when a gust of air blows through the room
and the window shade slaps against the frame.
After thirty minutes pass, she struggles to stay alert.
Adrian might sneak up on her again.
She focuses on a patch of torn wallpaper near the ceiling
and slowly counts to five, over and over again, tripping each
finger against the sheets in a steady marching rhythm as she ticks
off the numbers. The repetition pacifies her. Her heartbeat starts
to slow, and she turns onto her side. Exhaustion subdues her
cough.
The silent house lulls her. She wraps her arms tightly
around her torso and sinks into an unsettled slumber, dreaming
of Adrian pouncing or evaporating in a random whirl. She never
knows when she walks down a hallway if he’ll leap out at her,
blocking her way, or if the corridor will be clear. Sometimes he’ll
let her pass. Even in her sleep, the only thing she can count on is
that she can’t count on anything.
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Chapter 2

T

he voice of a small girl counting to five faded in my ears as I
woke in my bed. Across the room, the clock flashed 2:30 in
amber numerals, before advancing to 2:31, then 2:32. The digital
display tumbled on as my mind went blank, my body slack. Then
every part of me—brain, muscles, heart—collided in a nameless
panic. The feel of Adrian’s breath on my face, of his hands
pressing down on my neck, of his voice hissing into the small oval
of my ear, was not a dream. All of it had the hard, clear focus of
memory.
The warm body of my sleeping cat curled around my
feet nudged me into the present. By the bed was the familiar
rosewood nightstand, a pair of glasses, a pile of books. I was
in my own bedroom, many years and states away from the
Midwestern house of my childhood. Yet the force of this memory
vaporized the intervening thirty-six years of my life as if I’d never
lived them.
The images had surfaced two weeks ago after a pickup
rear-ended me on a commercial stretch of road in Austin, Texas.
The accident was minor, barely an “accident” at all. It was only a
nudge from a truck at a traffic light, a shove in broad daylight that
barely smudged my back bumper. But its impact lingered, leaving
me averse to sharp noises and in dread of the dark.
Three nights later came the episodes that I’d assumed were
dreams. Had the abrasion of metal upon metal stimulated a longburied pathway in my psyche, or had the memory been waiting, a
fissure that cracked open at the slightest pressure?
A fog of exhaustion lapped at my brain. Too many nights
of broken sleep left me nervy but dull. The dreams kept me
awake, knocked at the edge of my consciousness. The sequences
varied: I saw myself at various ages, from five to thirteen, and
in several settings, bedrooms, closets, hallways, the woods, and
once, in an open field of ripe wheat. In each I saw a relentless
Adrian closing the distance between us, the weight of his solid
male body anchoring my childhood. Had the nightly visitations
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from Adrian really occurred? There was no one left from that
time to ask. Only Adrian, and I couldn’t ask him.
My ribcage ached. I touched it with the barest pressure, as
if it housed a frail creature. On the ceiling a cobweb bloomed in
the shape of a butterfly. My head rolled as my eyes traced it over
and over. The safe harbor of my life receded amidst a squall of
rising fear. I coached myself to breathe into the pain as I kneaded
a persistent knot in my left shoulder. My breathing stayed rapid
and shallow. I focused on the ceiling again. If I looked away, the
cobweb, like my life, might become unmoored and float away.
Maybe the dream, like the butterfly, signaled transformation.
Right now, it didn’t feel that way. I didn’t sense a positive change
coming. I just felt afraid.
•

The next day I sat in my therapist’s small wood-paneled
office. The snug space was comforting, and some of my tension
leaked away as I talked.
“When did the dream that isn’t a dream first begin?”
Helen’s voice was probing and yet soothing at the same time.
Her square glasses and high forehead accentuated her serious
expression.
“A pickup truck nudged me at a stoplight two weeks ago.
It seemed like nothing, although it was hard enough to give me a
crick in my neck.” I found my hand straying to my left shoulder.
“And then I’ve had this deep ache in my shoulder ever since.”
“A collision,” Helen said.
“Yes?”
“It’s just that sometimes our consciousness can crack
open from the slightest pressure. Our nervous systems have
compartments. This accident pierced a boundary and the
memory emerged.”
I saw the red truck loom too close in the car mirror, felt
again the jolt of its bumper against the trunk of my Toyota. “Yes,
it was waiting for me. The truck bump seemed like a small thing,
but it shook something loose. Adrian used to say for every action,
-14-

there is an equal and opposite reaction. That’s it. I’ve been jumpy
ever since it happened.” I attempted a laugh, but the sound came
out like a sigh. “And tired.”
A plain black clock with a thick circular casing ticked
loudly in the small carpeted room. For a moment I couldn’t hear
anything else, even though I could see Helen’s lips moving, her
chin tilting downward as she spoke. A fog of lethargy settled in
with the monotonous clacking from the wall. “What?”
Helen wrote something down. Her wrists were largeboned and strong looking. She shook her head. “It’s nothing. I
was just thinking about how parts of our past are fortified for a
long time. Then one day they just break off. The more painful the
memory, the more deeply buried it can be. Sometimes.”
••
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Lisa Locascio
The Emerald Inn

First Place Short Fiction

L

et us come to the girl on a September night, a warm, windy
evening on the Upper West Side. It is just after ten o’clock,
and everything is shining: the broad windows of shops and
restaurants, the dark awnings above the storefronts, the smaller
windows above these in which black shapes intermittently flit, the
green leaves on the trees encased in fenced squares of moist soil.
Even the pavement glints sinuously under the soles of the girl’s
black boots.
See her alone on the corner of Broadway and Seventysecond, waiting outside a glass box for a tall man using one of the
ATMs within. Above her boots are dark red corduroy pants, not
terribly flattering, and a gray wool sweater with a black spider
stitched across the chest. Her long wheaten hair is wavy from the
humidity. Her skin glistens with oil or youth or both.
The girl’s name is Stella Finley. She is eighteen years old.
For the past week, she fielded frantic emails about a coming
hurricane from both the administration of her university and
her parents. Each missive predicted a disaster: rolling blackouts,
gutters clogged with sea trash, flooding at the island’s southern
tip. “Stock up on bottled water,” the emails advised, a phrase
followed first by a comma, then three days ago, a period, and
then, this morning, two exclamation marks.
But when the hurricane finally arrived this evening, it was
a dreamy tempest that washed the city clean. A night storm. Gray
clouds warm against a sky rouged by ambient light, high panes
of glass fogged by watchers safe inside. Stella missed the storm
entirely because she was at the movies, where the rattle of thunder
was indistinguishable from the rumble of the 9 train running
under the theater. Her new memory of the film, coupled with the
transformation of the hurricane into the glimmering remnants of
a mere deluge, has given the whole night the feel of a miracle.
At Dan Tempura House, where she and Jacob ate dinner
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before the movie, Stella was not carded, but served three tall,
sweating bottles of Sapporo without question. Her order of
assorted tempura included four tiger prawns and no broccoli. Her
fear of the hurricane, a tiny knot she worried for weeks, has been
absorbed into a dense and soothing tapestry of resolved fears,
into which are also woven Stella’s admission six months earlier to
her desired college and the presence of the man now emerging
from the glass box to walk beside her: Jacob Gold, her boyfriend
of three years. Everything, it seems to Stella at that moment, is
blessed.
She and Jacob are headed to the Emerald Inn, a dive
on Columbus between Sixty-ninth and Seventieth. He and
Stella grew up a few blocks from each other in a suburb west
of Chicago. They began dating when Stella was a freshman in
high school; now they are undergraduates in Manhattan, he at a
music conservatory in this very neighborhood, she downtown.
They have recently weathered a year of what she and Jacob both
metonymically call “long distance,” another entry on Stella’s
tapestry. Walking beside Jacob now, his huge hand wrapped
around hers, she feels smooth pride, a kind of self-joy reinforced
by the movie.
Stella pulls on Jacob’s arm. “Wasn’t that a great movie?”
“Kind of boring,” he says. “But of course you liked it.”
This flare of difference burns Stella, even though she
knows it should not. Jacob was drunk when they went into the
movie and likely fell asleep during one of the long stretches
without dialogue. It’s fine, she thinks. The movie wasn’t for him,
anyway. It was for me.
In her mind the film still plays, taking a different order
than it did onscreen.
First there are long panes of gray, then the interior of
a messy luxury hotel room. A broad window shows a lit city at
dawn, a pile of pastel cashmere and mohair sweaters in an open
suitcase, a stack of fancy notebooks and expensive pens spilling
from a canvas shoulder bag. These objects are trappings of what
Stella believes she wants: a rainy day kind of life, remote and
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cool, captured in neat thoughts written in green ink on recycled
paper. The life she has led so far has not been so different than
the one in the film. Almost every thing and almost every love she
has ever wanted has been given her. Yet she still wants, hungers,
boundlessly longs.
Stella does not think herself spoiled. She has always
worked hard in school and out. She has thought intently about
the world of ideas and the world of action, in her experience,
two discreet spheres which have very recently begun to interact.
Since leaving her parents’ house three weeks ago, Stella has done
her best to be thrifty, a complicated task given her imprecise and
mystical understanding of economics. To her, money has been an
unfurling, imperiled green tape, languidly spooled out and always
at risk of being cut short. She doesn’t know much about how it
works, but she knows she needs a generous supply to live in her
New York, a place where there are always beautiful hardcover
books and tagines that need buying in the East Village, where
she regularly picks up the bar tab with her mother’s teal credit
card, where her monthly pack of birth control pills costs fiftyone dollars and sixty-five cents at the drugstore on the corner of
Fourteenth Street and Fourth Avenue.
Stella’s birth control pills: little candy-colored tablets—
once yellow, now pink—that she swallows without water each
night before bed. Her school insurance will not pay for the name
brand pill she has taken since she was fourteen, so she pays out
of pocket, or more specifically, out of her mother’s pocket, with
the credit card. Last month, the pharmacist, a kind woman with
an accent, issued Stella the generic brand. “To save you money,”
she said, sliding the stapled white bag across the counter. The
new pills were a sickly green color, arranged in rows instead of
a gradient circle, suspicious to Stella, who called her doctor’s
office and was told that the generic pills, even when taken
perfectly, could promise protection against only eighty percent
of pregnancies. Her regular prescription protects her with a line
of nines, ninety-nine point nine nine promises that she will not
become pregnant. Stella returned the puke green pills back to
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the pharmacy, but the pharmacist wouldn’t take them back. She
seemed simultaneously hurt by Stella’s refusal and pleased by
the knowledge of Stella’s predicament. “Take them at the same
time every day,” she said, smiling without sympathy. “Perhaps
use an alternate method as well.” When she complained, Stella’s
roommate sourly suggested a month of abstinence, a break from
what she termed “desire and no consequence.” This was Stella’s
first true lesson about the world of money; her parents are
avoidant and emotional around the subject.
Stella bristles remembering her roommate’s words. She
may barely understand the management of a checking account,
but she understands desire and consequences, of this she is sure.
Her whole life, she would argue, is desire and consequences.
To Stella, the film was suffused with sensuality, lit through,
even though there was no sex. There was a sustained long shot
of the main character’s ass in a pair of nearly transparent pink
panties. There were long kisses and lots of whispering. Jacob, a
constitutionally loud person, uses whispering only to drop filth
into her ears during sex. Even when the filth is largely nonsense—
“Aren’t you a whore?” “Bad girl not to obey your father!”—Stella
smiles, glad he can’t see because her head is turned, wondering,
wait, what are we playing now? Is he my father, my customer, my
teacher? What man of power does he become inside me, when I
gift him this control?
Why did she love the movie? It was about a young
woman, like me, Stella thinks, then corrects herself. She has little
in common with the girl in the movie. For one thing, that girl is
married, and out of college, and her husband has a job that has
taken them to the faraway city where the movie takes place. But
like the actress, she is a blonde of medium height. Their birthdays
are in the same year, only two days apart. Stella wonders if it’s
delusional to compare herself to a beautiful movie star, then
reasons that the actress has access to a team of experts who curate
and promote that beauty, while she has only the blow dryer she
brought from home, a smudged plastic makeup organizer, and
three overpriced hair products purchased at the salon where, two
-19-

weeks ago, she had bangs cut.
Like the girl in the movie—here she is careful to make
the distinction between the character and the actress who played
her, because while the actress’ beauty is also the character’s, Stella
is afflicted with the sinking knowledge that their personalities
must be different—Stella is smart. Like her, she loves to read. She,
too, spends long hours in her room in just a shirt and underwear.
The resemblance first occurred to her during the movie’s many
long shots of the girl gazing out her wide window—an act not so
different, Stella thinks, from her own nightly habit of sitting on
the windowsill in her dorm room.
She, too, has a wide window, a window that would, if it
were several feet to the left, show Irving Place running uptown,
but instead looks out on the facade of the building across
Fourteenth Street, the ground level of which is occupied by a
discount electronics store. At night, Stella sits on the sill and looks
out at the lights: the diffuse red light from the store’s marquee,
yellow squares of strangers’ apartments, the hushed glow of the
Japanese restaurant around the corner. She feels beautiful then,
outlined by the glow, projecting herself into the blackness over
the city as she talks on the phone to Danny Feldman, a junior at
the high school she has so recently left.
If Jacob had an opposite, he might be Danny Feldman,
who is short, bespectacled, neurotic, and verbose. The first time
Stella noticed Danny was at the last party before college, where he
was an ambitious interloper in too-short green soccer shorts who
kissed her on the mouth several times while she was trying to say
goodbye. Stella, her jaw stained Carlo Rossi red, smiled into the
kiss. Later she protested loudly, incredulously, joyously.
Since her departure for New York, Danny has called her
every night to talk about—well, about nothing, really, although
when Jacob asks, Stella answers, “Music,” or worse, “Life.” They
often stay on the phone until the first hint of the orange dawn
turns Fourteenth Street ashen. When she stops to breathe or
clear her throat during their conversations, she can hear Danny
hungrily waiting for each sound.
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If the movie lacked anything, Stella thinks as she follows
Jacob into the Emerald Inn, it was a sense of the heroine’s sexual
power. That’s what they got wrong, she thinks, as she walks
towards the scratched wood tables under the hanging green
lamps. The only thing. Otherwise, the movie was perfect, an
object lesson on her desires: a passionate kiss from an admirer
who understands they can never be together, life in a city where
cars move smoothly while everyone sleeps. The availability of
company at the darkest hours of the night.
Like the girl in the movie, Stella is a situational insomniac
who cannot sleep alone.
The din of the bar envelopes her like a shining cocoon.
Jacob presses a slim glass into her right hand, kisses her face
absently. She arranges a smile, ready.
•

Stella wakes to the white sun beating its way into Jacob’s
tiny room. Her place is bigger, but she and Jacob always sleep
here when they are together. Every weekend night—almost half
the week, since Stella’s begins on Thursday night—she wedges
herself into Jacob’s twin bed, fitting her body into the spaces left
by her boyfriend’s giant body. She always goes to bed drunk at
Jacob’s, often a little high, too—sometimes on their way back
from Emerald or the other bar they frequent, Malakey’s, she will
stop with Jacob and his friends at the paved area in front of an
apartment building on Amsterdam and Sixty-ninth and smoke
marijuana out of Jacob’s glass pipe. She goes to bed swimming
through the day’s last conscious moments, wearing pleasure like a
garment, and wakes always to the dead eye of windowed sunlight
coaxing sweat out of her body.
Most mornings Stella turns away, buries her face in the
crook of Jacob’s arm, pulls his crappy blanket over her shoulders,
but this morning she can’t. She has to be downtown by two o’clock
for the first meeting of her college literary magazine. Although
it is miserable to leap to the floor on stinging soles, although she
would much rather defer dealing with her sticky pubic hair and
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sprouting acne, she rises. It’s eleven-thirty, and Stella wants to
read submissions in a cool, dark room.
She dresses in yesterday’s clothes and creeps into the
barren hallway outside Jacob’s dorm room, which leads to the two
bathrooms shared by twelve male conservatory students. They are
filthy as public latrines, with little piles of unwanted toiletries and
used-up tubes of toothpaste clustered on the bathtub edges and
permanent black smudges on the floor. Although this is her sixth
weekend here, Stella has yet to bring her own toiletries. She says
a prayer against disease, uses the least disgusting toothbrush, and
washes her face with somebody’s shower gel.
Outside, it’s raining. Her skin smells like a strange man’s
body. Stella opens her umbrella and walks across the vast plaza
of Lincoln Center. Her sneakers squeak on the wet white stone.
She pulls her headphones over her ears and sets her player on
random. The song that comes is from a CD Danny Feldman
sent her in a padded envelope with a letter: tiny script on both
sides of twenty pages of lined notebook paper. Stella didn’t even
try to read it. She isn’t interested in Danny’s thoughts on the
songs. For her, this song already means this collection of hours:
the hurricane that didn’t happen, the storm that did instead, the
tempura dinner and the beer, the five rum-and-Cokes at the
Emerald Inn and the sweet cough of smoke in her throat, her
hunger and its cost in Jacob’s small bed. The movie about a young
woman dreaming a city.
••
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Nancy Dobson
First Place Poetry

Rival
In 1998 Amy only wrote about Teo,
and we paid sterile but polite attention.
She was a prodigy after all, published,
singled out by our graying professors.
It was an unspoken command
to hang on her every candle-lit word.
She’d met a man in Brazil, during a summer abroad,
hot and colored with coffee and mangoes,
a living postcard painted vividly for us
like a long golden necklace
every Wednesday afternoon.
Not only could Amy write crisp and elegant language,
her poems lean, athletic greyhounds,
she traveled the world for her inspiration
while I took bland summer classes
and folded jeans I couldn’t afford at The Gap.
No wonder we hated her in that rough, tactile way,
like dry cuticles on clean laundry
that only young women master.
We hated her for bringing Teo to life for us,
picturing him in the desk across the room,
Kona-bright eyes and long, muscular legs
stretched out under copper Brazilian sun.
One day she described a driving excursion
just outside of Fortaleza,
and I felt like I was in the car—
as every detail awoke to life around me,
a mirrored petrol spill in the road,
sharp and bold yellow and blue clothing,
sensual sway of trees next to the road,
swishing hips whispering in my ear.
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As the term progressed, in spite of ourselves,
we began to look forward to the Teo Report,
heard all about their language lessons,
how he liked American beer,
and the thirsty way he said her name.
But by November, something was wrong,
I could feel it, hear it in her voice.
We all sucked in our breath a little,
silently watched Amy read one chilly afternoon—
she’d been working on her Portuguese,
but couldn’t get the verbs right
and Teo couldn’t help laughing a little.
Bastard, I thought, suddenly noticing
he looked rumpled, like he’d slept in his clothes,
stale and hung over on the words
of a soft, American girl who wrapped herself
as eloquently as she could
in the last lines we ever heard of Teo
how with a vast buffet of words,
of two complex languages, an array of colors
and shapes between them, bending,
twisting, yearning to accommodate and pamper
two young and attractive tongues,
even with saffron and jasmine to intoxicate the senses
so speech becomes extra linen
left in the closet on a warm, summer night
two people can stand and look at each other
in the white, anemic light of morning
and find they have nothing at all to say.
••
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Drinking Dust
We are good at pretending, you and I.
Practiced liars not only in word,
but mimed gestures, shrugs, half smiles,
quarter turn of the lips, quick kiss in the frozen air.
I know there should be more, much more
fuel to feed this essential fire, the central line.
I know we’ve felt the needle jab it
and the drug seep in, so it’s not surprising
to look up now and see an empty pocket,
dark reminder where stars used to be
once upon a time.
Now the water glass sits on my nightstand
right where it always has these nine years
and as blue Mexican glass touches my lips,
I smell it before it hits my tongue
bitter powder, stale, but without one muscle
moving in my face I swallow anyway,
close my eyes, let it fall down my throat.
I know you are watching me go through this ritual,
speak sentiments no longer sweet,
I won’t give anything away, let my glance slip,
or the corners of my mouth turn down,
ephemeral matchsticks waiting
to sneak in and ignite this pile of dead grass.
••
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Day at the Fair
Ritual of pleasure, it blooms
annually in this abandoned lot,
perennials of brightly colored metal,
like a child’s rusted Erector set,
flea market or opera house, world in miniature
light, sound, scent, movement,
of comfort foods fried and battered,
a rainbow of sugar to tempt the palette,
things we are drawn to inexplicably,
despite years of evolution and invention.
Hang a string of lights and it draws us in,
venerable moth to the bulb.
Balloons and stuffed kangaroos sway above
the games of chance, three for a dollar,
carnies, with few teeth and fading tattoos
call to bands of roaming teenagers,
hands draped in each other’s back pockets,
laughing as they navigate couples with strollers
consumed by cries and sticky hands.
What lies beneath this scene is the real story,
the pale drone of everyday life
and sweet rumblings of one we desire,
all fun and frolic where the only decision
is to ride the Tilt-A-Whirl again,
or indulge in the myriad smells and tastes
kaleidoscope of corn dogs, cotton candy,
strobe lights and punctuating screams
a careening rocket painted with blue stars
transporting us above and beyond this patch of ground
dead grass and creaking metal
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to that secret kingdom beyond the rainbow
the one you see if you slide
or squeeze your eyelids closed,
lift your hands above your head,
and unleash your knotted screams,
as far as they can go.
••
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Suicide in Life Magazine
The missing shoe always disturbed me most.
Its absence ruining a meticulous outfit
from my Grandmother’s era
tweed skirt and matching jacket, coral lipstick,
Grace Kelly curls and pressed white cotton gloves.
As a child I studied her face,
so beautiful, even in death,
intrigued by the idea that death is a friend
if you’re young and pretty when it comes.
She must have been seduced too
on that ledge of the tallest building
where people in Topeka or St. Paul
dream of standing, camera in hand
when gravity whispered in her ear,
Just let go, fall into me
enticing the lonely and broken
with its open and welcoming arms.
So she leaned in her silk blouse,
and now, older than she that summer day,
I finally see beyond her face
to the edges of the photo
keeping her in black and white,
atop the eternally crumpled sedan,
peacefully unaware of her missing shoe
or the fleet of flashbulbs caught
as they always are by tragedy
when it frames itself
in the shape of a lovely girl’s face.
••
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That First Hour
Beneath a sterile November sky,
a scalpel waits to cut you.
Numb from the chest down, you don’t flinch,
just exhale narrow strips of breath draped in blue
as doctors and nurses enter the room
moving left or right, almost on cue,
dancers on opening night.
Clear liquid drips into your arm
and you think about Joan of Arc,
how she confessed, said everything they wanted to hear
and still they burned her.
Equal parts hummingbird and raging rhino
infuse a woman’s body during labor,
pulling on an inner cord of steel
while pushing its fragile egg toward the light.
But for you, gloved hands will lift this baby out,
rescue it from your gray body
lying mutely bound to a table.
His first cry distant and mewing,
as they rub his skin with a stiff blue towel.
You are given one glimpse,
then watch his father carry him away.
Alone in the recovery room without water,
you wait for a time that never comes
the first hour of your son’s life.
Maybe it’s time to stop trying
to put your hands on it, feel its size and shape
in dim light before the alarm,
when it screams raw and aching
an animal returning to an empty nest.
It wants you to look back and see yourself
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with an emptied womb, how it lies like a void,
waiting to be stapled, and shut up
a poor, poor dumb mouth
that kept asking too many questions.
••
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Myra Strober
Kicking Down the Door: Berkeley 1970
First Place Nonfiction

I

t’s late afternoon when Professor George Break’s secretary
ushers me into his office. Tall, with football player shoulders, he
stands briefly, shakes my hand, and inclines his head toward the
chair he wants me to take. The October weather is cool, but under
my jacket I feel rivulets of perspiration. Break is the department
chair and if this meeting angers him, he could decide not to hire
me to teach next year. Well, I tell myself, I’d better begin. After all,
I’m the one who asked for the meeting.
“Professor Break, I’ve come to ask you a question. Why
is it that although I have the same teaching responsibilities as
Richard Sutch and Tu Jarvis, and all three of us have full-time
appointments, they’re assistant professors and I’m a lecturer?”
Break is clearly not prepared for this subject. He leans
back in his chair, stretches his legs onto the desk, and puts his
pipe in his mouth. I glance around his office. Academic décor,
circa time immemorial. Floor to ceiling journals and books,
American Economic Review, National Tax Journal, numerous
copies of his new book, Agenda for Local Tax Reform. Paper
everywhere, manuscripts covering every possible surface in neat
and not-so-neat piles, some spilling onto the floor. One small
corner of the desk is manuscript-free, cluttered instead with
framed photos of people I assume are his family. Musty smell,
stale combination of old paper and years of tobacco. Nice view of
Sproul Plaza out the small window. Surprisingly quiet out there
after all the years of student demonstrations. The Viet Nam war is
beginning to wind down.
I turn my attention back to Break, take a deep breath, and
continue.
“Richard, Tu and I were classmates. We all got our degrees
from MIT last year. And yet they have three-year contracts and
the possibility of earning tenure while I’m hired year-to-year, with
no possibility of ever earning tenure. Why is that?”
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He slowly leans forward on his chair, lights his pipe, and
takes a few leisurely puffs, all the while staring at me. Can he see
how nervous I am? Eventually, he puts the pipe down and inhales
deeply. Ah, I think, finally, the great man will speak.
“It’s because you live in Palo Alto.”
“I’m not on the tenure track because I live in Palo Alto?”
He nods.
I’m baffled. You have to live in Berkeley to be on their
tenure track? I never knew that. What can I say? My husband is a
medical resident at Stanford with incredibly long hours. Often he
goes back to his lab late at night to check on his experiments. We
can’t live anywhere but Palo Alto.
“Okay,” I say softly, getting up to leave. “Thanks very
much.”
When I get to my office, I can hardly insert my key into
the lock. I’m drained, disoriented. Did I take something out of
the freezer for tonight’s dinner? Lamb chops? Hamburger? I dial
home, but Margie, my babysitter, doesn’t pick up. She’s probably
taken the kids out somewhere.
I leave my office and walk to my car, a full-size blue Chevy
with a trunk large enough to hold both a stroller and a carriage.
I spend a lot of time in Big Blue these days. It’s about an hour
between Palo Alto and Berkeley in the morning, and longer in the
late afternoon, and I do the commute three days a week.
Crawling in the stop-and-go traffic toward the Bay Bridge,
my conversation with Break goes round my brain, like an LP
record long after the needle has been removed. Tears flood my
face and I grope around in my purse, pull out some Kleenex, and
ineffectively dab at the torrent. You’ve got to stop crying, I tell
myself. You can’t even see the road.
I force my attention to my return home this evening:
three-year-old Jason, jumping with delight when he hears my key
in the door, and Lizzie, still on all fours, speeding across the floor
to tug at my legs. Then, suddenly, disrupting my domestic reverie,
traffic starts to move. I can never tell why the snarls dissolve, but
I’m always grateful.
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As I pick up speed, my thoughts return to Break. But this
go-round, I’m incensed rather than tearful. What bullshit. He
gets to leave our meeting, take a short walk to his house where
his wife serves him dinner and tells him to relax while I get to
drive for more than an hour, debrief the day with my babysitter,
cook dinner for my family, give my children baths, read to them,
put them to bed, clean up, prepare the next day’s lectures and
collapse. And then he tells me that because I don’t live in Berkeley
I’m denied a place on the tenure track?
What’s wrong with you, I scream inside my head? You
let him intimidate you. You let him make you mute. You’re a
smart woman and you let him make you look stupid. You know
very well that faculty don’t have to live in Berkeley to be on the
tenure track. You want to know why you can’t have a tenure track
job at Berkeley? Look at what’s real. There are no women except
Margaret on that whole economics department faculty. She’s been
there for more than twenty years, and she’s still not on the tenure
track. Wake up!
I begin to understand what people mean when they say
their anger makes them see red. A swelling fury, a scarlet anger,
floods the car and bursts onto the road, a vast rage that thunders
across the bay. It roils toward the Golden Gate and out to the
Pacific. Its flaring crimson will one day reach Japan.
I drive on, my breathing steady and strong. And soon,
lights from thousands of San Francisco windows flicker against
the darkening sky. Somewhere on the Bay Bridge, I become a
feminist.
More than forty years later, as I look back on that pivotal
autumn day, I’m proud of that young woman that was me—proud
that although I was extraordinarily anxious, I had the courage to
make an appointment and face the powerful chairman. Yet I’m
also chagrined at my naiveté. It’s remarkable to me that I didn’t
understand the prevalence of discrimination against women.
Still, perhaps it was that very naiveté that allowed me to enter an
occupation that was virtually all male. And the anger that came
from my meeting with Break became a powerful motivator. The
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adrenalin it loosed fueled my determination and energy for years
to come.
•

Next morning, 9:00 a.m. sharp, I call Break’s office.
“I need another appointment,” I tell his secretary.
“One moment please, I’ll check his calendar.”
Long silence.
“He says he can’t see you until early November.”
“That’s three weeks from now.”
“Yes, I know. He’s very busy.”
What a coward. I would like to punch her through the
phone lines, but I put on my party manners.
“Well, thank you very much. I’ll see him then.”
What does an academic do when she’s mad? Research!
Armed with newfound feminist rage, I spend every spare
moment in the library. Libraries soothe me. Vast, quiet, orderly,
calm, an escape from routine racket and discord. I’ve spent lots
of time in libraries—the public libraries of my childhood in
Brooklyn, and then the university libraries at Cornell, Tufts, MIT,
and Harvard. I’ve had the privilege of delving into some of the
finest collections in the world. Many hours reading the wisdom
and foolishness of those who have gone before.
My Berkeley ID gets me into Green Library at Stanford,
and I feel my usual awe in the presence of so much scholarship.
The library at Trinity College Dublin has busts of all the great
(male) philosophers looking down on the reading room. But
even without a physical likeness of the authors in Green Library’s
collection, I feel their presence.
However, on this day I’m not in search of male wisdom.
I’m on an entirely different mission. I’m searching out the
writings of women, trying to understand why a woman (me) with
all the right training and credentials from top-notch schools is
not treated the same as her male peers.
Green Library has that authentic library smell: musty
books, furniture polish on the big wood tables and card
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catalogues, and the accumulated sweat of generations of
academics. I feel at home. All morning, I thumb through the
card catalogue. After a brief lunch, I climb the stairs to the stacks
to match the call numbers on my pad with those on the shelves.
Sitting on the floor, I page through promising tomes.
I’m surprised to find how much women wrote in the
nineteenth and early twentieth century, and irked that I’ve
never heard of women like Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia
Mott. I’ve had more than twenty years of education and the only
feminist I’ve ever heard of is Susan B. Anthony. The only feminist
cause I know about is suffrage. I’m also appalled to see how little
contemporary material there is on women, and particularly how
little by economists. I have a second major insight only a day after
my first: it seems to me that in almost fifty years since women
won the vote in the 1920s, it’s been a wasteland for feminism. As I
write this memoir in 2012, I know that historians think there was
important feminist activity in the mid-twentieth century, but in
October 1970 at Green Library, I couldn’t find a trace of it, not in
my own knowledge base and not in the card catalogue.
My greatest delight that day is finding the Declaration of
Sentiments, the manifesto that Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote and
presented in 1848 to the first women’s rights convention in Seneca
Falls, New York. Modeled after the Declaration of Independence,
it begins by listing grievances. The injustices concerning work
resonate powerfully:
He has monopolized nearly all the profitable
employments…He closes against her all the
avenues to wealth and distinction which he
considers most honorable to himself. As a
teacher of theology, medicine, or law, she is not
known.
Ah ha, I think. Economics is like theology, medicine, and
law—occupations that men have monopolized, occupations in
which men don’t want women. I’d always thought there were few
women in my programs at Tufts and MIT and at my first job in
the economics department at the University of Maryland because
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women didn’t want to be economists. But now I think the scarcity
of women in my field is created not by women’s occupational
predilections, but by men’s power. Men are monopolizing nearly
all the profitable employments. Somehow I squeezed through the
system and got my Ph.D., but now George Break and company
are fixing their mistake. I’m being closed out.
I hardly have time to take pleasure in learning how
to name the problem of women’s exclusion and relate it to
what I know about monopoly, when just a few pages later, the
Declaration moves to the solution. Fight! The last sentences of the
document are an inspiring call to action:
…the speedy success of our cause depends on
the zealous and untiring efforts of both men
and women, for the overthrow of the monopoly.
“Okay, Mrs. Stanton, I’m with you,” I call back across the
almost 150 years that separate us. “Count me in for the fight.”
I feel a deep affinity with Stanton. As I sit reading her
words in the Stanford library, I’m only slightly younger than she
was when she penned them. She was already a mother, and so
am I. And we both came to feminism through experiences of
personal discrimination.
Early in her marriage, in 1840, Stanton and her husband
attended the first international antislavery conference in London.
Women delegates were segregated into a special seating area
and not permitted to speak. One of the first motions of the
convention (offered by a man) would have given women full
rights as delegates. But the motion was overwhelmingly defeated.
And that’s when Stanton became a feminist.
In the library, Stanton becomes my mentor. It doesn’t
matter that she’s been dead for almost 70 years. I don’t have the
word for it yet, but what I feel is sisterhood.
•

Real-time sisterhood soon follows. Shortly after I discover
Stanton, my interdepartmental mail includes a notice of a noon
meeting of women lecturers at Berkeley. On the day of that
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meeting, directly after my morning class, I walk across campus to
the faculty club, a large building with carefully cultivated shrubs
on the exterior and handsome wood paneling inside. Never have
I seen so many academic women all in one place. At the door we
write out small tags with our names and departments and stick
them on our jackets. We represent numerous fields, even the
sciences. Some of us will turn out to be extremely well known.
Friendly faces surround me, and two of my new acquaintances
ask me to sit with them for lunch.
I can’t remember who chairs the meeting, perhaps
anthropologist Laura Nader, sister of Ralph Nader, and one of
the few women faculty members on the tenure track. Most of the
women already know what the chairwoman is about to announce,
but to me it’s all new. She begins with some history.
“You all remember last spring when we decided to file a
sex discrimination suit in Federal Court?”
“Oh, yes,” sounds a chorus of voices.
“Well,” she continues when the cheers quiet, “I have good
news. The United States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has decided to investigate. They’re sending a team here in
a couple of weeks, definitely before the end of the quarter. They’re
going to interview everybody they can. They want to find out
what’s going on here.”
Jubilant buzz follows the announcement, but I’m puzzled.
“What’s this all about?” I ask the woman next to me.
“We filed a sex discrimination suit last May under the
new Higher Education Act. The law authorizes the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare to investigate whether there’s
merit to the suit. If their investigation shows sex discrimination,
they can prosecute.”
I guess I still look blank, because she continues.
“You know, almost all women faculty at Berkeley are
lecturers. We filed a class action suit. We want equal access to the
tenure track.”
My heart starts to race. Okay, okay. So this is not just
about me. I have company. Not only that, I have fighting
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company. Filing a federal lawsuit definitely qualifies as one of
Stanton’s zealous and untiring efforts. I walk back to my office
humming, something I haven’t done since my meeting with
Break.
••
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Alena Guest
Deviant Beauty

Carmen Etcheberry-Freund Fellowship

W

hen I walk into a room, everyone turns to look at me,
just as if I had a grotesque disfigurement, prompting
my husband to coin the phrase “deviant beauty” about my
appearance. Often the most handsome and interesting men
approach and gather around me. Because we are hardwired to
make ourselves attractive to the opposite sex, I’m compelled to
perpetuate that allure. This, in spite of the fact that being pretty
has never brought me what I desire most. And, in women, my
good looks inspire hostility, jealousy, competition and even a kind
of vampirism.
One evening at a local watering hole, a woman threw her
drink in my face.
“Why did you do that?” I asked.
“Because my boyfriend can’t take his eyes off you, Bitch.”
Why didn’t she throw the drink in his face? I wondered.
Yet after being exploited, victimized, betrayed and raped,
I have continued to invest in beauty, the way battered women stay
in abusive relationships. Heartbreaking, given the fact that slavish
devotion to it has never given me what I’ve craved most. Instead,
it has granted me excitement, flattery and what passes for love.
Though I haven’t had plastic surgery, I have always
worn plenty of make-up to accentuate the positive. I’m fashion
conscious too, so my hair and wardrobe reflect that. This alienates
me from others and further distorts the wrong impression they
have of me, especially in my remote, coastal village, where there
are remnants of a freeze-dried hippie-dom. Even knowing this,
I am not able to dress down or bare my face. The powder and
eyeliner I wear is the armor I put on to be able to face the world.
Statistically, attractive people are hired over better qualified, but
plain applicants. I experienced this sort of preferential treatment
on many occasions because I looked the part and was considered
an asset.
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The way that beauty still has me in its stranglehold
is complicated. It’s not just that I want to be attractive to my
husband, or that I like to seem hip. It’s that when you’ve been at
the top of the game once, it is unimaginably hard to put it down
forever. The football player Brett Favre comes to mind: he’s retired
and made a comeback more than once. Or Frank Sinatra, who
made recordings, appeared on television and in Vegas when his
voice had gone.
Even though I didn’t believe I was beautiful most of
my life, I did everything, other than surgery, to try to convince
myself that I was pretty enough: orthodontia, facials, bioidentical hormones, collagen and Botox injections, lash growth
prescriptions, personal trainers and flattering clothes.
On the other hand, I’ve always wanted to be seen and
accepted for who I am underneath the mask. I have not gathered
the courage to remove the mask thoroughly and finally. I hedge
my bets. The glamorous facade feels like an insurance policy,
that if all else fails, I can fall back on. Of course, as I age, I’m
approaching the expiration date. So I’m tango dancing with a
fickle partner who knows I must follow the beat that time sets. It
leads. I must follow.
Five years ago, I turned my gaze from my mirror to those
outside myself. Specifically, I have been focusing my attention on
the well being of others. This has done the most to set me free.
•

My “discovery” at seventeen by a Hollywood producer
ripped me out of a life plan to go to college to get a degree
in Fine Art. By the time I left show business ten years later, I
didn’t have the momentum or scholarship to go back to school.
In fact, I didn’t complete my education to become a certified
hypnotherapist until middle age.
We all grew up reading fairy tales that shortly after the
“Once upon a time” introduced a heroine who was the most
beautiful girl in the land. The protagonist was never just mildly
attractive. We were trained to believe that being beautiful was an
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integral part of heroism. Like every other girl, I cut my teeth on
storybook damsels and assimilated them as role models. Even as
I grew up and they became more sophisticated, graduating from
Snow White to Persephone, it didn’t help me to reject beauty
as an identity. Actually, it reinforced it. I’ve found that being
conspicuously noticeable has been harrowing at times and I don’t
think that’s what the Brothers Grimm had in mind.
•

Even in a sea of beautiful people, I always seemed to
bob to the surface. And in all that time I was never able to take
a single compliment to heart. I always thought I had everybody
fooled, my maquillage so skillfully applied as to confound the
most discerning eye. Until recently, my inner critic always won.
God knows I tried to appeal to everyone, all the time, irrespective
of their taste or preference. This impulse to be a perfect fit for
everyone has caused me to shape-shift. Heaven help me, it still
works.
Last week, a twenty-something said, “If you told me you
eat three kittens for breakfast in order to look this good, I’d do it.”
•

Recently, over a sun-soaked weekend, I joined twentyseven others for a women’s retreat. I had been ambivalent about
going. The thought of being with a group of women whom I
barely knew brought up painful memories of humiliation and
betrayal. Consequently, I thought it safer and wiser to keep my
distance. At the same time, I longed for a true woman friend.
In the end, I decided to go. Once there, I dutifully attended the
workshops offered, but felt no more visceral sorority afterward.
After lunch on the second day, nearly everybody filed
down to the river to skinny-dip. Then they all lay on the rocky
shore, with sun-freckled trees overhead, sunbathing and
swapping stories. That is, everyone but me. I went down to the
river all right, but sat fully clothed under a shady tree, alone.
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After dinner that night, there was a talent show. As each woman
dazzled us with her torch song, poem, swing or belly dance,
my head progressively hurt more and more. I ended up being
the only one who didn’t offer any gift of entertainment. I felt
disconnected and ashamed, my forehead cinched tightly by a belt
of acute pain.
The next morning, while sitting in a circle, designed to
share our final reflections of the retreat, I broke down.
Between sobs I said, “Without going into detail, let me just
say that I have been as hurt, abused and betrayed by women as I
have been by men. I went down to the river yesterday, watched
all of you having so much fun together and I couldn’t take my
clothes off. I was afraid. Then last night I greedily enjoyed your
gifted performances, but I didn’t offer anything. Oh, I was full
of excuses, but they were lies. By some miracle, my heart is still
open; though I have spent most of my life alone, without a close
girlfriend, longing for a deep connection with another woman.”
The whole circle took on a valorous tone, each woman
allowing herself to be completely vulnerable. Then one after
another, a woman crossed the room to hold me and say, “When
you stepped forward and spoke, my heart leapt.”
“You are not alone.”
“Thank you for answering my call.”
“You are courageous, speaking so openly about your
feelings and fears, which all of us share on some level.”
“I love you.”
That afternoon I went to the river with a dozen others. I
took my clothes off and holding another’s hand, crossed a bridge
to the shallow side of the bracing river and waded in. Then naked,
except for a Spanish gambler’s hat, I sun-baked and joined in the
conversation.
••
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Pastel
Suzi Marquess Long
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Leilani Clark
Island

Second Place Short Fiction

“G

irls, what we have here is a classic pygmy mammoth,” Lucy
Ray said, from behind me in the lunch line. I piled wilted
lettuce on an orange plastic plate. It was the only thing I’d eaten in
the last twenty-four hours.
We’d just gotten out of Earth Science, the class where my
stomach growled most, and where I sat in the back, trying to
make myself small. That day Ms. Baker had taught a lesson about
how scientists had discovered fossil remains of pygmy mammoths
off the coast of California. Found only on the California Channel
Islands and nowhere else in the world, the pygmy mammoth was
probably a small form of the Columbian mammoth found on the
mainland—at least, that’s what Ms. Baker told us.
As I reached for a container of salad dressing, Lucy Ray
knocked my elbow hard. Pink sauce and pickle bits spilled on
the ground and on my shoes. The girls laughed. A lunch lady in
a hairnet groaned and tossed me a rag. “No salad dressing for
elephants,” Lucy Ray said. After cleaning the sauce from my black
slip-ons, I went to my spot in the corner and tried to sink below
the surface of the cafeteria floor.
•

After school, I got off the bus a mile before my regular
stop. I went to the lake that marked the entrance to the browngrassed golf course. Reeds bloomed between the water and the
land; the air smelled of frog’s breath and fish eyes. A boat was
tethered to a post near the lake’s edge, floating amidst the algae
like a half-rotted carcass. Two cracked oars sat in the oarlocks, as
though the owner had only stepped away for a while, but planned
on coming back to take it for another spin. I stepped gingerly into
the hull. Water rose up through the floorboards, seeping into the
ventilation holes of my black lace-ups. I untied the rope, using
the skills learned from one year in Girl Scouts, and with the oar
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as leverage, pushed off from the bank, sending the boat into the
water with a sore ease. There was an island in the middle of the
lake. I would go there.
The island wasn’t continental, or oceanic, or volcanic;
it was built from rocks trucked in from a quarry. They’d
transplanted pine trees, mallow and golden poppies into the soil.
They’d even captured some foxes and a few lizards and put them
on the island. Some of the foxes tried to swim home. My dad and
I had seen their water-logged bodies, open-mouthed and sodden,
on the shore.
As I rowed, fish flashed below the surface like bullets. The
setting sun crossed paths with the tree branches on the island
and they seemed to be made of gold. An egret stood on a rock,
watching my progress. As I moved closer to the island, I imagined
twelve different versions of me—each one more beautiful than
the next. My current incarnation was false; or dough before it has
been cooked into a golden loaf. The twelve other me’s were the
real thing.
•

The next day, Jason Hewitt grabbed my arm as I walked
down the hall towards math class. His touch felt electric; no
boy, aside from cousin punches, had touched me before. For
something less than a second, I hoped that this meant things
had changed and I was becoming one of the twelve other
me’s. “Elephants wear some ugly-ass shoes,” Jason Hewitt said,
dropping my arm. My black shoes were flat, comfortable, and
undemanding. They helped my body to move unobtrusively.
Some girls jiggled past lockers in tank tops and heels, but not me.
I needed flat shoes to run, climb trees, and win imaginary dance
contests. I placed a curse on Jason, making him skinny as a scrub
weed and twice as lonely forever.
•

That afternoon, I went out in the boat again. Twenty feet
from the island, water began to leak through the holes in the
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hull. I rowed back to shore, mucked through the mud and reeds
and duck shit and pulled the boat onto the sickly grass above the
dock. I spent two days patching the boat and when it was done,
I walked down to Keeley’s Bargain Bin, and with the money my
dad had given me for lunch, bought a pair of pink flats.
I tossed my new shoes into the boat and pushed away
from the shore, making it to the island in ten minutes. At first it
was just me, the trees, and an outcropping of rocks that looked
like a castle, and so I called it Castle Rock. Later, I was joined by
two turtles and a seagull. I climbed to the top of Castle Rock, did
a couple of spins and high kicks, becoming beautiful, talented,
and fine. When I got home, my dad was asleep in front of the
television. A rerun of “Solid Gold” played on Channel 5. Dancers
flitted across the screen like bikinied willows. I watched the rest
of the episode and then practiced dance moves in my room until
my face became a hot iron.
“How can you need another pair of shoes?” my dad asked,
as I leaned towards him, palm out. He wouldn’t refuse me. He was
the only person in California who thought I was adorable.
“Pretty please?” I said, smiling through Jolly Rancher lip
sweat.
My dad sighed and pulled a withered green bill from his
wallet.
“When I am old and rich, I’ll pay you back with interest,”
I said.
“I won’t hold my breath.” He tousled my hair and looked
at me with such love that I felt uncomfortable and had to turn
away.
Back at Keeley’s, I pulled a pair of gold scalloped flats
from between the sales shelves, just before they fell into the grip
of an old woman who smelled like lilacs and diapers. I tried to
forget about the question of the day, asked during passing period
as I walked towards Home Ec: Have you cleaned the elephant
sweat from between your thighs? Pancake-mouthed Armida
Espinoza had asked as she brushed past me in the hall with Diana
Manguso, she of the weasel neck.
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There I was, moving along with the steady stream towards
math class, wondering if Eric Miller’s soccer-strong legs would
pass close. And then Armida, talking to me of animal origins,
reminding me of the space between my legs. I placed a curse on
her and made her pancake-fleshed forever. Have you cleaned the
elephant sweat from between your thighs? Fat Armida, who at that
moment was probably sweating between her mottled mushroom
thighs, chafed by the leggings pulled up tight into her leaking
place. And when Eric Miller passed before me, all gelled spikes
and metallic braces, I became sweating thighs pressed up into
white cotton pants. I wondered if he could smell that space or
sense the leaking.
•

On my second trip to the island, I brought a boom box
and a box of cassettes. I tied my boat to a tree-stump above the
waterline, climbed to the top of Castle Rock, and put a Prince
cassette in the stereo. I would die for you—and new shoes tapped
against the rocks as I spun, squatted, and hustled in the light.
My third trip, I brought some Benny Goodman and
practiced the jitterbug. A cloud of mist shaped like Eric Miller
held my waist, danced with me, and flipped me onto my side. A
cloud of mist wrapped itself around my gold shoes. A cloud of
mist lay me down upon the sandstone and cooled my forehead
with a moist tongue.
On my fourth trip to the island, I wore a black scarf over
my hair and played Norwegian death rock. I howled like a wolf,
gnashed my teeth, and scraped my knees on ragged rocks until
they bled. I yelled, “Murder! Suicide! Death to the Tyrants!”
Tired, I wiped away the blood with a palm frond and watched the
pinpoints of light that glowed from the house where Dad slept
soundly.
•

At Keeley’s Bargain Bin I found a pair of gold and
black flats with faux lace across the heels. I snatched them
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up and approached the checkout line. Armida Espinoza and
Diana Manguso waited in line at the opposite end. Pink thong
underwear dangled from the coat hanger stashed under Diana’s
arm. Armida said something and Diana rolled her eyes. I
remembered those dead foxes on the shore, their black noses
turned like flags of surrender towards the sky.
When I got home my dad was settled in for his evening
shows: “Hawaii Five-O” followed by “60 Minutes.” He liked his
adventure followed by cold hard facts. I waved at him, he saluted
me, and turned back to the screen, yelling, “Food’s on the stove!”
I went to my room, shut the door and took off my jeans. The
space between my legs was warm and dry. I thought of Eric Miller
and my new shoes. I lay down between the sheets.
•

“Where do you go when I’m sleeping?” my dad said,
licking French fry grease from his fingers. I’d joined him in the
living room, picking at a grilled cheese sandwich, and swallowing
down fruit punch that tasted like rust.
“Castle Rock,” I said.
“You swim or sail there?” my dad said.
“Sail.”
“Dory or dinghy?”
“What?”
“Your mode of transport…is it a dory or is it a dinghy?”
“A boat’s a boat.”
“Ah, that’s where you’re wrong. A dory feels tippy in flat
water and until you fill it with a heavy load, it always seems about
to sink. A dinghy is sturdy, stable. It’ll take you where you want to
go.”
“I guess a dinghy then.”
“That’s my girl,” my dad said as he leaned forward to wipe
the red punch stain from my lips.
I ducked my head away from him just in time to avoid his
fingers.
•
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“Do you think you’re pretty?” Lisa Lawson asked after she
caught me flipping my hair during history class. Flipping of the
hair was a forbidden move. It rivaled asking for seconds in the
cafeteria. Unlike other tests, I knew I could pass this one. I shook
my head.
“That’s right, because you’re not. You’re a mammoth,” she
said.
I wanted to tell her about how the mammoths had adapted
to their conditions, becoming sleek and pygmy. Without any
interaction with mainland predators, the elephants evolved into
something else. They became something new in an old world.
Instead, I placed a curse on Lisa that in an accident with a flaming
gas burner, she would lose her lovely blond eyelashes and be ugly
forever.
After dinner, I put on the gold and black shoes with the
faux lace and tapped my way down the sidewalk. Mr. Seamus Cox,
who lived in the house next to me and my dad, approached from
the opposite direction. He had a war syndrome caused by metallic,
Middle East sandstorms, and some days he wore a cloak of
invisibility. I’d learned to stay away from him on these days because
it was then that he would try to grab me. Once, when he’d passed
me on the sidewalk, he’d been absolutely silent, and then bam, his
hand shot out and he just nearly missed. Today, uncloaked, he gave
me a mossy, yellow-toothed smile. Rumor had it that he drank
forty cups of coffee and smoked five packs of cigarettes every day.
“If you marry me, you can come into my bedroom every
night. We’ll drink Pinot Noir and I’ll massage your dancing feet,”
Mr. Seamus Cox said as I scooted past. His eyes slurped across my
chest like a tongue in a bowl of lukewarm gravy.
“Do you think you’re pretty, Mr. Cox?”
“Well, you certainly are,” he said. His tongue moved
between his lips, white and coated. I’d found the second person in
California who thought I was adorable.
•

I stepped inside the dinghy, sliding the oars into the dark
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water. The fish were gone, no flashing diamonds. The lake slapped
at the bottom of the hull, trying to get in where it was dry. Halfway
to the island, I could feel the plastic lining of my new goldscalloped shoe cutting into my foot. It felt like burning, so I took
off the shoe and tossed it in the water, where it floated for a minute
before sinking below the surface. I pulled off the other one and
threw it into the lake. A sudden crack and the duck-brown water
began to pour through a hole in the dinghy. Water covered my
toes and then my feet. I was about thirty feet from shore and thirty
feet from the island. I stood up and jumped into the water, doing a
butterfly stroke in the direction of Castle Rock.
The fenders and tail lights of drowned cars, underwater
vegetation, and fish teeth may have scratched at my legs and toes. I
couldn’t see or touch the bottom. I didn’t know how deep the lake
had been dug. I swam faster, trying to forget the vulnerability of
my naked feet below the surface. How had those mammoths rid
themselves of fear? How had they made it across the channel, their
feet treading through saltwater a thousand feet above the sunken
valley? Did they imagine the shark’s glare as it barreled up from
the sea floor? My lake hid monsters. They would lunge at me from
hiding places in the swallowed reeds.
The water cleaned me out as I swam towards my castle.
I glided into the shallows and tossed myself onto the beach, my
face towards the stars. My breathing slowed into rhythm with the
trees. A fox skittered down the rocks, almost falling onto the dust
of the beach before he gained bearing and ran into the grove of
eucalyptus. I thought I would stay there for as long as possible,
until my body adapted, grew small and compact, fed by skinny
foxes and sweet mallow. I thought of my shoes, now sunk into the
lake-bottom sediment. Someday divers might discover them, as
they searched for the body of a boy who had wandered too close
to the dock and fallen in. They would pull up a waterlogged gold
and black lace flat and comment on the strange fish that inhabited
the waters. They would wonder at what other creatures they might
discover if they took the time to row to the island in the boat that
floated by the shore.
••
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Angela PeÑaredondo
Second Place Poetry

Boil
Fry
Breakfast
Crisp body all fish head and bone,
terra umbra scab
on a burnt pie tin
cinder with clear globular eyes
gone-dark holes,
a prehistoric tattoo.
Serve separate.
Morning light in a frenzied chorus,
I sit quiet
in her spice-vinegar-tinged kitchen,
always the snap of oil
with its sharp cadence of crackle,
prick, sputter, explosion of yolk
like marigolds bleeding
on a sizzling barrio roof.
		
My grandmother slices boiled
bananas, a green dense mango
with those long fingers smelling
of citrus, garlic, empty matchboxes,
a burning oxblood candle.
Frailty swallowed.
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Slide your way down
like a canoe with hands
heavy, churning waters
of my stomach
my ground overrun.
To whine gets me nowhere.
Sticky grains like larvae gum on fingertips & paper plates.
I pinch globs of rice, then mold
into an ant mound.
••
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From Ocean Salt
The day I left,
you ran to the dock
all my bags on your back.
My hands curled in my pockets,
shrunken orchids.
My feet know
each narrow bend and walkway
where you laid slick stones
their gleam a black slip
against the gray of my thighs.
On teak beams,
a hammock was strung.
It wrapped our bodies
in a pod of warm windfabricated wings.
Didn’t you know I’d return?
You sent only one letter,
a single paper of your skin
thick with brine.
A string of years,
loose ends unstitched,
I wait under the bamboo
spiral staircase.
A cup of chrysanthemum tea.
Pale.
Trembling.
••
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Janet Ashford
Reading in the Living Room
Second Place Nonfiction

M

om stood by the gate where my brother and I were
hammering caps on the sidewalk. The explosions made
a good smell like matches and left black circles on the cement.
But it was that time before dinner when mothers start cooking,
fathers are almost home, and children must be found and made
to stop playing.
“Jan and Doug, it’s time to come in now, I have jobs for
you,” she said.
“Aw.” We got off our knees and stood up, Doug still
holding the hammer. Our friends Anna Marie, John and Mark
shuffled slowly away. We got our instructions.
“Doug, I want you to take out the trash. Jan, you pick up
the dog dirt.”
Dog dirt was her name for the poo our dog made in the
back yard. Dad had chosen him from a bunch of little beagles
that jumped on our legs and almost knocked us down when I
was seven and Doug was three. The puppy was supposed to be
for us, but Dad took him over and named him CQ, a word from
ham radio that meant “calling anybody.” Dad liked to go into
the garage after dinner and talk on the radio to people he didn’t
know. When he said “CQ, CQ, this is W6PZV calling CQ” into
his microphone, CQ came running. But though CQ was really for
Dad, it was my job to pick up his poo.
I got the big coffee can from beside the back porch. Inside
were the long dirty barbecue tongs. I looked in the grass for
pieces dry enough to grab and dropped them into the can with a
plunk. The poos looked like stiff sausages and usually lay in one
long shape, though sometimes in shorter bits. The fresh ones were
too sloppy to get with the tongs, but Mom said never to use my
hands, so I had to leave them for another day. CQ followed me
around, sniffing his old business. He chewed on a dried one and
tried to eat it, then went back to sitting with his shoulder against
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the patio slab, resting his chin on the warm cement.
When the can was full and Doug had the trash, we threw
it all in the incinerator. Every house in our neighborhood had
one and they sent up thin streams of smoke when garbage was
burning. Ours had a square body going up straight until the four
edges curved inward to make a chimney topped with a metal
hat. It was covered with plaster and had a rusted metal door in a
flaking frame. The door sagged when it was all the way open and
I had to lift the handle to make it close again.
Doug and I could put trash in the incinerator, but we
were never allowed to make a fire. Only Dad could do that. He
would come out with a box of matches, light one, and drop it in.
The papers caught fire first and then everything burned, even
the old meat bones from our dinner. We liked to stand with Dad
and watch the fire blaze until it was so hot he had to close the
door fast to keep from burning his hand. Dad was happy making
fires, so it was a time we could be with him without worrying too
much.
•

The problem was that sometimes Dad went berserk and
yelled at all of us. Once he went crazy in the middle of dinner
and Mom pulled us out the back door with her. Dad stood in the
doorway throwing her good dishes onto the patio, where they
smashed into small pieces. We never knew when something like
that would happen, so we had to watch out.
Dad did a strange thing once with the incinerator.
He came in the house and asked if I’d like to see something
interesting in the back yard. I went out with him and he showed
me a gopher he’d caught in a big mouse trap. The bar of the
trap had cut the gopher in half right through the middle and its
insides were showing red and white like the hamburger meat I got
for Mom from Little Joe’s market.
“Eww!” I stepped back to get away from it.
Dad laughed and threw the gopher and the trap into the
incinerator where there was already a fire burning. He wasn’t
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yelling, but I didn’t wait around to watch the fire. I went back
in the house wondering why he wanted to show me that awful
dead thing. When I was nine a new law said we couldn’t use
incinerators anymore because they made too much smoke. But I
thought about the gopher sometimes, when I walked past the old
incinerator to throw dog dirt into the trash cans.
In those days, when Doug and I were done with our
jobs, we washed our hands and waited in the house for dinner
to be ready. Doug stayed in the kitchen with Mom, but I liked
to spend the time reading in the living room. I’d sit in the big
gray chair because I could get my legs up into it and have a good
view to appreciate the way Mom had the room fixed up. There
were Venetian blinds hanging across the big front window and in
the time before dinner, when the sun got low, the light came in
sideways and spread along the floor in lines. Sheer white curtains
hung over the blinds, so I could see through them to the outside
but still feel protected.
The television set stood in front of the window and in
the evenings we watched Gunsmoke or Perry Mason with Dad,
because that was another time when he was happy and would
not shout. The TV was in a cabinet with doors that were always
kept shut when we weren’t watching it. I liked that, because a TV
screen that’s off is just an ugly piece of green glass. There were
matching upholstered chairs on either side, covered in a gray
fabric with pink flowers and green leaves. Maroon, pink, green,
and gray were the colors of everything in the living room—the
carpet, the wallpaper, the couch, and the big chair I sat in. It made
me feel good to see that everything matched.
Across from the big window was the fireplace and one
of Grandma Florrie’s paintings hung above the mantel, a scene
of the California desert with small cactus plants and wildflowers
that she painted to match Mom’s colors. In the background were
mountains and a blue sky with puffy gray and white clouds. It
looked like a place I’d like to visit. Grandma made a lot of nice
paintings. There were more at her house and at Uncle Art and
Aunt Beverly’s house. They were Mom’s relatives and we visited
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them a lot. But Dad didn’t like visiting and drank coffee by
himself until it was time to go.
On the side wall there was a couch covered with green
cloth that scratched, so I never sat there to read. It had three
cushions, so three grown-ups could fit on it, and on holidays it
might be full of Aunt Beverly, Uncle Art and Grandma Florrie
if it was their turn to visit, or else Uncle Bob, Aunt Marion and
Grandma Jean, who were Dad’s relatives. In front of the couch
was a long, low coffee table with a shelf underneath where
Mom kept Life and Ladies’ Home Journal. The top was made of
varnished leather and Mom let grown-ups put coffee cups there
because it wouldn’t get rings like wood did. She even let grownups eat cookies on the couch. If they spilled, she cleaned up
without showing she was upset. She had different rules for grownups than for kids, which I didn’t think was fair. The coffee table
was made of mahogany and so was the TV cabinet, the clock on
the mantel, and the drop-leaf table at the end of the couch. It was
a beautiful reddish-brown wood that made me think of the horse
called Red Man that Anna Marie and I visited in the empty field
by the park. I liked looking into Red Man’s dark eyes and I liked
looking into the wood to see the swirly ribbons of red and brown.
Mahogany was expensive and was one of the reasons our mom
needed to have a job.
Art and Beverly’s furniture was pine. She didn’t have a job
and Uncle Art, Mom’s brother, had work that didn’t pay much
because he hadn’t been to college. They lived in a small apartment
and their furniture was scratched, but they laughed and told jokes
and grabbed and tickled each other. They were happy like the
Harmons, John and Mark’s parents, who lived two doors down
and kissed each other and had hardly any furniture. Doug liked
to be at their house when Mr. Harmon came home, because he
hugged all his kids and hugged Doug too. Our dad never hugged
anybody.
Bob and Marion had walnut furniture, which was more
expensive than pine, though Aunt Marion didn’t have a job either.
But Uncle Bob, Dad’s brother, was an optometrist and made a lot
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of money. They had nice things that matched and were serious
people. My parents were serious too, and didn’t laugh or kiss or
make jokes. Sometimes Mom and Aunt Marion laughed with
each other, but only if they were alone in the kitchen. If Dad or
Uncle Bob or Grandma Jean were around, they had to be serious.
We all had to be serious in the living room where the fancy
furniture was.
Something bad happened to me once when I was reading
in the living room. It was after lunch during summer vacation and
I was in the big gray chair with my book, eating an apple, which
Mom let me do if I was careful. Since Dad was at work, I wasn’t
expecting anything to go wrong. I was happy and comfortable,
reading Five Little Peppers and How They Grew. I didn’t hear
Mom come into the room, but when she saw me with the book
something about it made her get mad. “You’ve been spending too
much time indoors,” she said. “I want you to go outside and play.”
I was surprised. “I don’t want to go outside. I’m reading the
Five Little Peppers.”
“You put that book down, young lady, and come outside
with me.”
I followed her out to the front yard and she pointed to the
end of the block. “See those kids? I want you to go down there and
play with them.”
I looked, but didn’t recognize the kids. “I don’t want to,” I
said. “I don’t know who they are.”
“Well, you can just go down there and find out.”
I didn’t understand what was going on. She knew I was
shy about talking to new people. I checked her face and tried one
more time. “I don’t want to play outside. I want to keep reading.”
“Janet Lynn Isaacs, you cannot stay in the house anymore.
You march down there this minute and play with those children.”
She went inside, closed the door, and left me standing outside. I
walked back to the porch and put my hand on the doorknob, but
it wouldn’t turn. She had locked me out of the house.
I knocked on the door, but she didn’t come. I rang the
doorbell. Why did she want me to play with those kids? My best
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friend Anna Marie lived next door, and I played with her outside
almost every day. But she was away somewhere with her parents.
Why couldn’t I read when I wanted to? I paced in front of the
house. I wondered if the back gate was open, so I could go in the
yard to check the back door. But it was probably locked too, and
anyway, I didn’t want to see Mom. I hoped I wouldn’t have to go
pee, but if she didn’t let me in, I’d just pee in the yard whether she
liked it or not. I sat on the curb and looked at the sky and thought
about other things she had done wrong. I was keeping a list to
make sure I didn’t do the same things when I had children. There
were four things on the list and this would be number five.
After a while, Mom opened the front door and called to
me.
“I see I can’t do a thing with you,” she said when I came in.
I didn’t say anything.
Reading in the big chair was ruined now, so I went in my
room and sat at the desk to write.
1. Don’t yell at your children if they tell a neighbor
how old you are.
2. Don’t take them to a fireworks show if they’re too
young and might get scared.
3. Don’t get married to a husband who shouts and
scares everybody.
4. Don’t make your children eat asparagus if they
hate it.
5. Don’t lock your children out of the house.
Mom never locked me out again, but sometimes when I
sat in the living room to read, I remembered it. Usually Mom was
okay. She folded our clothes and put them in our drawers. She
went shopping and cooked dinner every night. She decorated the
house and kept it clean. She tried to protect us from Dad. He was
the one we had to be afraid of, so it was not good when Mom did
something scary.
••
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Heather Apasan

Young Writers Scholarship

Feeling
A feeble, beating thing
lies in a cage of bone and flesh
Unable to comprehend
but it endures
As a grandfather clock endures
the passing of time
But never feels
a drop of spring dew
Or a hot breath expelled
into cool night air
The human heart’s world
is the sharp bite of raw emotion
That sings a heavy song in our chest
be it a melody or mourning bells.
••
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Oil on Paper
Linda MacDonald
www.lindamacdonald.com
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Judy K. Mosher
Third Place Poetry

El Hogar* (double acrostic)
“Vayan con Dios” lingers on our lips, you driving
away. Thirty-five years, el hogar aquĩ, Santa Fe,
your memories, are they too packed in your caravan
amigos? Southwestern College influence fits inside
no box. No suitcase can carry a lifetime of friends; your yoga
called to serve, to counsel, to lead, to design
our furnishings richer from the depth of Charles and David.
Not church, but courage, held you when dominoes fell
down all around. New wings you grew, your quota
in loving, ever your guide. We watched how you prefer
opera, texture, beauty, nourished by tasteful color.
so drive on, yet remember, el hogar lives in you, not where you
stay.
*Spanish for home, hearth

This poem was first published in Adobe Walls #3, 2011
••
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Seventy Year Awakening
Mother told me
her Mother was Rosie the Riveter.
She would rivet, drill, weld, meld
metal into weapons of war
with patriotic pride same
as baking apple pie.
Mother told me
youth were wrong about Vietnam.
A knife sliced our nation in two;
generations severed, families divided.
Street protests, tear gas, flights to Canada
shook the chaff from the grain.
After 2001, Mother was stunned
as patriotic young men, women
enlisted to don guns, combat boots
fight terror in this war du jour.
Retaliation gets us nowhere,
Mother told me.

This poem was first published in Santa Fe Literary Review 2012
••
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The Big Empty
Sometimes I wonder,
how empty can be so full of feeling?
Like a phantom limb, I feel your presence.
It aches where you were.
Your footsteps echo through our home,
I see you sit in all your familiar places.
Your body brushes past mine
and I smell you on the pillow.
How could you disappear?
I still feel you here.
And my mind only half works—
did the other half go with you?
Yesterday someone asked about you.
Like a thermometer,
my mercury of memory
warmed me ten degrees, hearing your name aloud.
I lied and said it was getting easier.
How can I explain
the Big Empty has moved in
and I cannot wash the pillowcase?

This poem was first published in Adobe Walls #3, 2011
••
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Lost in the Move
I lost my gold hoop earrings, satin blouses.
I found washed-out jeans, mellow hiking boots
walking me everywhere worth going.
I lost slick, wooden pews and whitewashed steeples
where Sunday wine was served in thimbles.
I found direct communion with each sunrise.
I lost a portfolio of company names.
I found wealth in diverse kindred spirits
who nurture each other in this high desert.
I traded starched winters under somber skies
for the bluest bad-ass sky to
melt the meanest snowfall within days.
Mostly I lost you and your bottomless blue eyes.
I found my own way through snowy peaks, dry riverbeds
still pondering the wisdom in the trade.

This poem was first published in Adobe Walls #4, 2012
••
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Stephen Sottong
Cloudy
Third Place Short Fiction

I

’ve found it—my grandmother’s lap desk. What a joy to touch
the dark wood burnished by many hands. I’d thought it lost in
the move, but there it was, tucked into the bottom of one of the
many boxes left unopened until now. Most of their contents will
be given to the community, but not the treasures I found in the
lap desk: paper, some dozen sheets; three lovely fountain pens;
and a bottle of ink, stoppered so well it withstood the decades
since it was last opened. I nearly spilled the bottle in my attempt
to remember how to fill one of the lovely antique pens. That
would have been a tragedy. Now, all of this is irreplaceable.
I’ll write for a while until my fingers, unused to longhand,
tire. But where to begin? Not at my childhood; that was normal
for the age. Nor my marriage; it, too, was as happy as most,
and the boy it produced, an easy child. Widowhood caught me
early; my husband’s addiction to tobacco left his heart weak.
Work as an elementary school teacher provided for my needs
and an adequate pension when the students allotted me became
unteachable. I retreated to my Portland home, read, did volunteer
work and enjoyed the grandchildren my son finally gave me.
I could have easily lived the rest of my life that way,
but circumstances intervened. A few years after I retired, a
new administration was elected with “a mandate to streamline
government and eliminate waste.” Shortly thereafter, I received a
letter informing me that in line with its efforts to be “responsive
to the needs of business,” the mandate for wired phone service
was being eliminated and would likely disappear shortly. A few
days later, a message on my answering machine informed me that
wired phone service had ended and thanked me for my years of
loyal business. I picked up the phone to find it thoroughly dead.
I felt more isolated than I had during my childhood visits to my
grandparents’ farm in rural Montana.
Being a Luddite, as I think most English majors are, I
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failed to appreciate the value of new gadgets and refrained from
adopting them whenever possible. My son, an engineer, had
chided me, and my grandchildren had insisted on demonstrating
their latest toys, whose usefulness I couldn’t fathom. Many years
before all this, after the banks stopped using paper checks, my
son had set up a computer for me so that I could pay bills. He
simplified it so I could handle the complexity, but, unfortunately,
it was also hooked to the phone line. Lacking my usual method to
pay my bill, I tried to find the office of the electric company and
discovered there was none.
The next blow came a few weeks later when I went to
the market for groceries. At the checkout, I tried to pay with the
credit card I’d used for decades, only to be informed that cards
were no longer accepted. All payments were to be made with a
“cloud device.” It took time for the checker to explain that this
was what I had always called a cell phone but that name was now
meaningless since the device did so much more. I informed her
I did not own such a device. Her mouth was still agape when I
walked out of the store empty-handed.
•

The electricity had been shut off and I was eating from the
last of my emergency food reserves when my son finally arrived to
find out why I hadn’t been in contact. He pulled his “cloud device”
from his pocket, paid the bills and arranged for an emergency
reinstatement of my electricity. Then he took me to lunch and
carted me to one of the communications companies that sells
the wondrous cloud devices. I asked if they had something
simple, perhaps with twelve buttons like my old phone. The sales
representative tried very hard not to laugh and told me there
hadn’t been such a device made in a decade or more. He handed
me a device that made strange noises and whose screen was
crammed with little pictures. He began poking the pictures and
moving his fingers in strange, rude motions. The thing responded
with raucous noises and a plethora of graphics that moved with
sickening speed across the screen. My son said we’d take it.
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My son hooked my bank account to the monstrous little
machine and showed me how to pay with the thing. To reinforce
the lesson, he had me drive to the gas station and pay for my
fill-up. When he left, the thing kept blinking, so I looked for the
power button. After a fruitless search, I put it in a drawer beneath
my underwear.
I am a woman of few needs. It was a week before I fished
the device out of the drawer and went to the grocery again. The
thing was quiet, which I thought was a good sign. I got to the
checkout and began pressing the display. Nothing happened.
The girl examined it and declared it needed to be charged.
Again I went home without food. Examination of the detritus
that accompanied the device produced a charger. I plugged it
in and the screen on the hateful beast lit up with a series of dire
warnings interspersed with notices of calls I’d missed. Listening to
my son’s increasingly frantic messages, I tried to remember which
of the silly pictures was the one I pressed to make this thing into
a phone. Obviously, the one I did press wasn’t correct. I ended
up in something that wanted to charge me $75 for a vibrator, or
at least that was as much as I could determine from my limited
knowledge of Spanish. I unplugged the charger and returned the
noisome thing to its resting place beneath the underwear.
My son arrived the next day and, once again, tried to
explain the workings of the devilish device. He ended up yelling
at me and I ended up curled in a chair weeping. When we both
calmed down, he explained that I would either have to learn to
use the thing or move to an assisted living facility.
We went back and forth for several weeks. He printed
portions of the manual and I read them until my head swam. The
device remained an enigma.
And then he found the farm.
The farm was in a valley in central Oregon, not far from
Portland, where both of us lived. It had been a commune in
ages past. Now it was an organic farm owned by the heirs of the
commune. As a side business, the farm took in a few older people
not in need of nursing care but unable to live on their own.
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Giving up my house and moving away from the town I
loved seemed too much of a burden. I balked, but my son kept
shoving that infernal device under my nose. In the end, I agreed
to visit the farm.
Upon my arrival, I was warmly greeted by the residents.
Four generations dropped what they were doing to introduce
themselves. The children were well behaved and quickly made
friends with my grandchildren. My son and daughter-in-law were
given a tour and the two older residents took me aside to assure
me the farm was as welcoming as advertised and that I and they
would be pleased if it was my decision to stay there. We joined
them in at a lunch shared in common, as were all the meals.
During the meal, they explained that the residents were asked
to participate in the daily activities of the farm, generally lighter
work, such as the greenhouse or the kitchen.
After lunch, I was shown the library of real books and told
about the small town nearby for entertainment and anything else
needed. Upstairs, they took me to the room that would be mine.
A four-poster bed and dressers were to the right of the door. To
the left was a table and chair. Directly in front was a south facing
bay window with a rocking chair—the perfect reading nook. The
room even had a private bath. I sat in the rocker looking out over
the fields to the hills beyond and found I was looking forward to
this new life.
A few weeks later, I moved in. I talked with the residents
about what tasks I could perform. They asked if I would be
willing to be the English teacher for the children. My last years
in Portland schools had left me leery, but I agreed to try. The
children proved well-mannered and eager. The joy I had felt so
many years ago in stimulating young minds returned.
We three older boarders, Millie, Jack and I, became good
friends. Millie had grown up on a farm and found the life she
had in Eugene increasingly unsettling. She had been taking antidepressants until she moved to the farm. Now she no longer
needed them. We spent long afternoons on the porch chatting
and knitting the wool from the farm’s sheep into sweaters.
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Jack was twice a widower. When his children began
pressuring him to again marry, he fled to the farm. He loved
puttering for hours in the greenhouses. The two of us became
bridge partners, bantering and teasing one another. The
friendship might have progressed beyond that, but we were both
happy with it as it was.
The seasons moved by. The farm’s rhythms moved in
harmony with them. When the weather allowed, my son and his
family visited. They enjoyed the relaxed pace of the farm. I spent
three happy years that way.
•

We didn’t notice the attack at first. The farm did some
business in the cloud—it was impossible not to—but that
business was limited. Young Jesse was the first to register the
cloud’s absence. Jesse had studied in Eugene and, unlike some
of the other children of the farm, had not succumbed to the
enticements of the city and returned. He kept the farm’s books.
The farm is in an isolated area, so he thought little of his inability
to access the cloud at first. Then the power went off. Again, not an
unusual occurrence in a rural area. The farm had backup power
from windmills and batteries. For the rest, we fired up the wood
stove and dinner was only a little late.
Next morning, the sheriff came by. He’d sent one of his
officers to a town not far from the valley. The officer returned
with news that the outage was general. He asked Dan if he still
had his ham radio. Dan took care of all the electrical equipment
on the farm. He had also been an avid hobbyist until the amateur
radio spectrum, like all the rest, was allocated to the cloud and
the hobby became illegal. It took time to fish the pieces of his
rig out of a shed and reconnect the old antenna, but, eventually,
Dan was on the air. What he received should have been noise
from the plethora of broadcasts to the cloud, but the airwaves
were strangely quiet. A sweep of the dial finally produced another
felonious transmission. The other party was in the hills above
San Francisco. He said that during the night the town was black,
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communications were out, and even water was unavailable. With
daylight, people were wandering the streets, but stores were
closed. A woman in Seattle reported much the same scene. That
worried the sheriff.
He came back in two days. Dan had managed to contact
half a dozen other people. The situation everywhere was the
same, but rapidly deteriorating. Looters had broken into grocery
stores. Those who had gas were leaving the cities.
I was overjoyed when my son drove up. He said Portland
was burning. They’d packed what they could into one car and
siphoned gas from the other to ensure they had enough for the
trip. The news he’d gotten just before the cloud collapsed was
that a terrorist group had set out to infect the network across
the world. It seemed they’d succeeded. As the cloud imploded,
everything attached to it ceased to function. That included almost
all the infrastructure of the civilized world. Mobs of hungry,
bewildered people were emerging from the cities looking for food
and shelter.
The sheriff waited one more anxious day. When Dan
reported most major cities burning and long lines of cars heading
for the country, the sheriff requisitioned enough dynamite to
blow all of the bridges into the valley and cover the roads without
bridges with avalanches, sealing all entrances. The town fathers
had urged patience, but time proved the sheriff correct. In the
coming weeks, we saw the smoke of fires outside the valley. The
sheriff organized a watch of sharpshooters at the most vulnerable
entrances. They fired a few warning rounds, but never had to deal
with anyone foolish enough to try their luck, or at least that’s what
they tell us. If it were otherwise, I’m not sure I’d want to know.
•

That was two years ago. The smoke from the burning
cities made last summer exceptionally cool. Corn and tomatoes
failed, but the potatoes pulled us through. The valley residents
took lessons from our organic farm. The larger farms were
divided and a variety of crops planted. Everyone farms. Sundays,
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there’s a market in town. We barter. No one is starving. That isn’t
to say that some of us haven’t died. Millie was diabetic. When the
insulin ran out, she sickened quickly. Her death was sudden—an
act of mercy, I think. Jack had a heart condition. His medication
lasted longer than Millie’s, but it, too, ran out. All of the residents
of the farm watched out for Jack. They made sure he ate properly
and had light exercise. One day, though, he sat on the porch
watching the children play, fell asleep and never woke up. I miss
them both terribly.
Jesse cut his leg and it became infected. The doctor used
one of the last doses of antibiotic to cure him. He told everyone
to be more careful and tend wounds with greater zeal; the next
infection would mean an amputation and he was still trying to
master the procedure for making ether.
Dan still fires up the ham radio from time to time. The
news he gets, when he gets any, is grim. Last winter, millions froze
or starved. The army moved its troops and their families into the
Midwest and set up a safe zone for themselves and the resident
farmers. Anyone who tries to enter is shot. Isolated areas like ours
have survived, but open territory has been ravaged by roaming
bands trying to find food.
•

We placed all our resources in a cloud. It blew away.
My hand is tired. I shall let these sheets dry and save them
for my grandchildren.
••
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Lynne Jerome
Everyday Cake

Third Place (Tie) Nonfiction

T

oday, I’m making a blood orange olive oil cake, a good
“everyday cake,” the food blogger assures me. I like the
idea—that each of us has a need for cake every day—especially
now, when the only need I can identify is wanting my mom back.
Something about making a cake or batch of cookies soothes my
wounded soul, and provides a little relief from the pain I face
each day. When I’m swaddled in my quilt, unable to face the
thought of a new day, the thing that gets me to lift the edge of the
blanket and poke a foot out is the thought of scooping flour from
my canister and assembling the paddle attachment on my mixer.
I set to work on the oranges. Zester in hand, I scrape
along the pocked surface, sending jets of orange oil into the air
and curls of peel down onto my cutting board. The spicy citrus
smell infuses the whole kitchen before I’ve completed the second
orange. I drop the moist pile of orange and crimson shavings into
sugar I’d already measured into a bowl, then work them together
with my fingers so the sugar turns a warm gold and takes on the
fragrance of the oranges.
I’d fallen in love with baking by the time I was old
enough to use the oven. As a child, I was always at my mom’s
side, scooping dollops of dough onto cookie sheets, or poking
maraschino cherries into the Wheaties cookies she made at
Christmas. Over the years I’d found deep satisfaction in giving
baked goods to friends and loved ones. Since having a family
of my own, not a week has gone by without making a batch of
cookies or muffins to tuck into lunch boxes or set out after school.
On weekends, I’d take on bigger challenges—a pear-frangipane
tart or Tiramisu—then take some to my mom. Often before I
could even get in the door, she’d stand on the porch and rave over
the appearance and sneak a little taste. She’d always phone later
to tell me she savored every bite.
My mom was first diagnosed with breast cancer in
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2000. After surgery and radiation removed the immediate
threat, she threw herself into preventing a recurrence. She
saw acupuncturists, herbalists, and other alternative health
practitioners. She reduced stress in her life and developed a
stepped-up exercise regime. She fine-tuned her already low fat
and primarily vegetarian diet by augmenting it with flaxseed,
and antioxidants from sweet potatoes, berries, and green tea. She
hadn’t had caffeine, alcohol or fried foods in years, so now there
was just one “suspicious” ingredient left to omit: refined sugar. My
mom, who had kept refrigerated rolls of homemade cookie dough
so we had fresh baked icebox cookies when we got home from
school, could no longer eat the treats I loved to bake.
With my sharpest knife, I lop off both ends of the orange,
set it on its now flat base and begin “supreming” it, a term I’ve
just learned today. I start by shaving off the white pith, guiding
the knife’s blade between the hard white casing and the juicy,
soft fruit. Working top to bottom in sections, I rotate the orange
beneath the knife until all the peel is gone. Holding the naked
globe in my hand, I carefully edge the blade through to the center
just at the line of membrane dividing two of the orange’s sections.
I remove the blade and insert it again, just inside the next
membrane line and in this way lift out a segment of orange, all its
little drupelets intact, but completely free of membrane. I repeat
this movement again and again until I have ten shining segments
and the empty sheath that once held them.
I have a million orange memories. From the unripened
ones we picked to use as baseballs from the tree in our backyard
when I was growing up, to the orange-flavored rice pancakes my
mom liked to order at Rick and Ann’s, a café we stopped at on
the way home from the Cancer Center. I don’t have sad minutes
every day; I have sad moments every minute. Once the chemo
started after a second cancer was found, I took her to her many
appointments each week. Our lives became so entwined that now
I don’t feel another person is missing from my life; I feel like a
part of me is missing.
The recipe says to gently break apart the supremes—a
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surprise, as the product of supreming is “supremes”—into smaller
pieces and set them aside. Most blood oranges are a variegation
of orange and scarlet tones, and their peels can range from solid,
light orange to a shaded, blotchy red. I slice the last remaining
orange, its entire rind a fluorescent orange, like the vests of
roadside workers, and am startled to find its flesh is entirely
crimson. Squeezing the orange half with the juicer, the liquid
spills into the glass measuring cup, a deep, blood red.
The recipe says when I’ve squeezed this orange, I should
have one-quarter cup of juice, but I have one-third. Normally, I’d
just pour off the extra, but it says, “Add buttermilk to juice until
you have two-thirds of a cup.” This suggests that I should use all
the juice, keeping the precious extra drops of nectar in lieu of the
readily available buttermilk. But won’t this upset the acid balance?
I wonder as I tip the container and let the thick white liquid flow
into the juice, leaving a diminishing white trail as it settles on the
bottom of the measuring glass. A seemingly small detail, but one
that I can’t let go, like so many of the questions I faced with my
mom throughout the two years of her treatment.
Two days after my mom died, Dr. Kwan, her oncologist,
called me to offer her condolences. As we talked, I couldn’t
refrain from revisiting what, in retrospect, were crucial junctures
in the path of my mom’s illness. She patiently reviewed each one
with me, then said, “Your mom had a lot of bad luck.”
Yet I couldn’t help but wonder, was it really about luck?
I whisk the liquids together and they make a frothy hot
pink concoction. For the second time today I am surprised. In the
blog photo, the finished cake resembles a pound cake—every bit
an everyday cake—but I am finding it hard to believe that such
ordinariness will result from these extravagant ingredients.
I measure flour, baking powder, baking soda and salt in a
separate bowl, one of the stacking series my mom made for me,
glazed in a peach orange blush called “Shino.” I hold my hands
around the bowl for a moment and look out the window into the
backyard. I feel the slight indentations and ridges made by her
fingers when this was still a lump of clay, spinning on her potter’s
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wheel. The acacia along my back fence blurs into a mass of yellow.
I set the bowl down, inhale deeply, and wipe my eyes with the
dishtowel.
Mom was always a creative person, from her earliest years
as a young mother and homemaker, baking fanciful birthday
cakes and Christmas stöllen loaves, and sewing the matching
mother-daughter Easter dresses we wore to church. Later she
went back to school and got her Master’s Degree in Ceramics.
Creativity was something she passed down to me in her daily
approach to life. It makes sense that, when I’m missing her so
much, I grab a sifter and a wooden spoon, get out my mixing
bowls and butter a loaf pan.
Into the orange sugar, I break four eggs and pour twothirds of a cup of olive oil. I tap clean the whisk I’d used on
the orange juice and stir furiously. The recipe said to beat this
mixture until it was thick and foamy. Then I combine wet and
dry ingredients and fold the orange segments into the batter.
For my husband, whose favorite flavor combination is orange
and chocolate, I add one-third cup of mini-chocolate chips,
hoping this is the right amount of chocolate to enhance but not
overpower the delicate orange flavor. I pour the batter into a
buttered loaf pan, slip it into the preheated oven and set the timer.
With an oven, like a kiln, there is a certain excitement,
the anticipation that magic will happen. After investing all the
care into preparing what you put in there, you hope the fire will
have worked its alchemy and transformed your raw materials
into something worthy, something usable, maybe even something
beautiful.
But the possibility of failure is also present. The
disappointment of a glaze that doesn’t go off or a batter that
doesn’t rise is almost too much to bear after the work and hope
that goes in. The same is true with chemo: If you’ve endured your
six rounds, you want it to work.
Early in my mother’s treatment, the pain and tingling
in her fingers and the fatigue brought on by the drugs made it
impossible for her to throw on the potter’s wheel, so she took to
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hand building. Sitting on a stool in her studio, she molded clay
into the dishes we’d wished for when having tea together—the
perfect-sized curved disc to hold a discarded tea bag, a pitcher
not much larger than a thimble to hold a single serving of cream,
and, at my request, a saucer just big enough to fit a teacup and a
muffin or cookie. When this load came out of the kiln, I’d baked
scones, a whole wheat and oat variety that I sweetened with
organic maple syrup, for our celebration tea party.
That day, Mom sat outside on her deck in the morning
sun, while I ran back and forth to the kitchen, pouring hot
water and bringing dishes. By then, she had learned to stop
apologizing for being unable to help, and just stared out at the
garden as I came and went. When I sat down, we picked up our
teacups and toasted, then proceeded to talk about each piece
in turn, the critique that followed every kiln unloading since I
could remember. The creamer dripped a bit when it poured, an
unacceptable quality that, in her view, was not compensated for
by its beautiful glaze. The saucers were passable, but she felt the
shape wasn’t quite right—one end a little too narrow for either a
cup or a scone. She determined that next time she would make
them wider throughout. The teabag rests were the winners. In
brilliant hues of yellow, green and blue, they puckered up at
the edges in a way that cradled the soggy bag and its residual
moisture and looked like flower blooms sitting among the tea
service. She leaned back against her chair and smiled, the sun
illuminating her bald head and shining in her eyes.
When the timer goes off, I slip my hand into an oven mitt
and open the oven door, heat blasting my face. The batter has
spilled over the sides, forming a thick ridge, like an edge of pizza
dough around the rim. I wonder if I’ve used the wrong size pan. I
poke a toothpick through the top crusty layer and feel it slide into
the mushy middle; when I pull it out, it is completely slick with
unbaked batter. Though the top is in danger of overbrowning, the
center is clearly not done, so I drape a sheet of foil over it, push
the rack back in, and close the door, setting the timer for another
ten minutes. I consult my computer and find that I have indeed
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used the pan the recipe calls for. Was it the buttermilk/orange
juice ratio? The extra chocolate chips? Was there something I should
have done differently? This last question haunts me as I turn over
memories of our last two years, looking for significant moments
where other choices might have led to a different outcome, a
recipe that would have worked.
When the timer rings again, the toothpick comes out
coated with moist crumbs. Since the top is past golden and
moving toward auburn, and the cake has baked past the time
required, I take it out and set it on the rack to cool, though I
doubt it’s really done. I hope it will finish baking and the crumb
will coalesce as it sits on the cooling rack. As I walk through
the house tidying up the piles of clutter that have collected over
the week, the aroma is a blend of buttery chocolate laced with
citrus and raises my expectations about how this cake will taste.
I imagine setting thick slices of golden cake, studded with rubyorange jewels, onto dessert plates after dinner and, for just a
moment, this is all I’m thinking about.
Fifteen minutes later, I return to the kitchen to release
the cooled cake from its pan, and my hopes fall. The center of
the cake has collapsed in on itself, the raw core unable to support
the top. I sink onto a step stool and lean against a cupboard door.
A deep gulf has formed down the center of the loaf, a chasm of
emptiness where a rich, sweet cake should be, even though I tried
to do everything right. Even though I wanted it so much.
••
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Ellen Woods
Warriors in Transition
Third Place (Tie) Nonfiction

I

support the theory that teenage brains aren’t developed enough
to make high level decisions, like joining the Army. But when
the recruiters, Marin and Blue, came to my door, I invited them
in. They were young, handsome, and self-assured. As it turned
out, they already knew my eighteen-year-old daughter, Lulu, and
had come to bring me into the fold. Lulu sat quietly at the dining
room table, leaving it up to them.
I was in shock, so I took it in, uncharacteristically
immobilized. As a sixty-two-year-old woman, I expected more
wisdom from myself, but none was forthcoming. I remember
how they mentioned killing the enemy in the same breath as
world travel and five-digit paychecks. Unable to rally with any
kind of response, I suggested they come back and talk further
with my friend, Jorge, a veteran who had spent three years in
rehab after his discharge from the Army, but they didn’t think it
was necessary. Neither did Lulu. I felt alone, my shallow breath
cocooning me, feeding a creeping sense of isolation. It was May,
2008. The numbers killed in Iraq mounted daily.
Blue was clearly invested. “She’s Army material,” he said,
looking Lulu up and down. He had apparently been texting her
to arrange “workout meetings” for the last month. Lulu was a
natural athlete, skilled in every sport she tried, and always a
team player. She had a strong spirit and often kept her feelings
to herself. Shuttling between two homes since first grade—her
father’s and mine—she had adapted by making the most of
her time, wherever she was. Aside from eye rolls, occasional
grumbling, and a repertoire of teenage body language, she was
even tempered and flexible. Low maintenance, she described
herself. Did that make her Army material?
I remembered how she became a vegetarian at age eight
after seeing a hand reach into a fish tank at Hong Kong East
Ocean Restaurant to retrieve someone’s dinner. I also recall how,
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at twelve, she vehemently let go of her dream to be a veterinarian
after our beloved golden retriever, Sally, was put to sleep, stating
she would have no part in any animal’s death. How had she come
to embrace killing human beings? Was it when she spent her last
two years at Berkeley High attending a training course put on by
the Air Force Auxiliary in San Francisco? She said she wanted to
learn to fly, and she did, but what else did she learn? Perhaps I
was in denial. I just didn’t see this coming. With all due respect to
those who serve and sacrifice, I had issues with the military.
Lulu’s response to my concerns was reasoned and firm.
“Mom. I am eighteen. I don’t need your permission.” It was a cold
moment.
She did agree to my request to write out her reasons
for wanting to join the Army. In a nutshell, they were about
community, service and discipline. These were honorable goals
for a girl leaving home. Just as I left Indiana for Berkeley in the
sixties to the call of the civil rights and anti-war movements,
she was leaving at a time in history where terrorism was in the
daily headlines and bullying commonplace. She wanted to do
something meaningful and find her place. Berkeley High had not
provided that, and she doubted that college could, either.
She began the ten-week Basic Combat Training
immediately after Berkeley High graduation in late June,
requesting that I cancel her admission to Cal State Monterey.
There were regular calls and letters from Fort Jackson, South
Carolina, reporting on daily routines, friends she’d made, sports
she played, even the guns she’d shot. The Army was the perfect
life in her estimation.
She liked the Army’s high priority on family, and said
she had chosen me as her family hero in a ritual performed by
her unit. I was flattered, but confused. I didn’t feel heroic. I tried
to accept this gift unconditionally, blanketing myself against the
grief and fear that were always with me.
After Boot Camp she went to Fort Rucker, Alabama, for
her Advanced Individual Training (AIT) in Air Traffic Control,
a twenty-four-week program where she met and fell in love with
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a fellow soldier, Max. Surprising me yet again, they decided to
get married within three months. I met him at their wedding in
Alabama in January of 2009 and saw why Lulu loved him. He
was the artistic son of a military father who wanted him to play
basketball. Max loved that Lulu beat the pants off him every
time they shot hoops, and she loved that he could draw and
paint effortlessly and cook with equal artistry. They seemed to fit
together like two pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, each making the other
clearer by their connection.
I felt safer knowing Max was there, and I went on with my
life, gradually able to step out of auto-pilot and regain a sense of
connection to my friends.
I was caught off guard when I received the call three
months later informing me that Lulu had been transferred from
her Air Traffic Control training to a program called “Warriors
in Transition” for injured soldiers at Fort Gordon in Augusta,
Georgia. My throat closed in fear, and I couldn’t find my breath.
What had happened to my child? The darkness in my mind
stopped any hopeful thought from surfacing.
I called and was put through to her.
“Mommy,” Lulu’s voice on the phone was as strong as ever.
“I’m fine. It’s all Army kids here, most of them my age, some for
drugs, some for depression, like me.”
Depression? I had no idea. “Sweetie, can you tell me what
happened?”
There was a long silence and then she began cautiously.
“Mom, I wish you were here. I’d rather tell you in person.” I
wanted to grab her and shake her and demand to know.
Fortunately, there were two thousand miles between us.
Lulu had always hated talking on the phone.
“If you want me to come, just say the word. I’ll be there on
the next plane.”
“The word,” she said. “I gotta go. They’re serving lunch.
Love you.” And she hung up.
I flew out of San Francisco the next night on the red eye,
arriving at ten in the morning at Ft. Gordon, Georgia. Amazingly,
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I slept soundly on the plane. I felt nothing when I awoke, except
a compelling need to see my daughter. It reminded me of a time
Lulu and I hit an extreme fog bank in Monterey driving home
from vacation. I could see only two feet in front of me. Nothing
could have distracted me from the task at hand; there were lives
at stake.
I felt dwarfed by the massive stone edifice with “United
States Army” etched on the granite entrance. As the door clicked
behind me, I felt my shoulders rise in dread. I was referred to
the psych unit, where I signed in. Before going to see Lulu, I
blurted to the charge nurse, “How is she? Is she suicidal?” I
blushed, knowing it was privileged information. I had worked in
a hospital. “I’m sorry. I’m just so worried.”
Charge nurses have seen it all. She touched her heart and
smiled warmly, saying, “She’s waiting to see you. She’s so happy
you could come.”
I walked down the hallway, pushing away the images of
patients I had worked with who had survived suicide attempts.
I thought of those who had not, including my boyfriend, Gerry,
when I was only two years older than Lulu.
Lulu jumped out into the corridor and laughed when I
gasped in surprise. She looked relaxed, wearing blue jeans and
a black hoody, her uniform before she changed to Army camos.
Her hair was short and light brown, no pink or purple faux-hawk.
“Straight-edge punk; cool without drugs or alcohol” she used to
explain to those who asked.
“Hi, sweetie.” Was it possible that everything was okay?
We hugged.
She showed me to the empty day room where she plopped
down on a green leather sofa. “Mom, massage my head, will you,
please?” A familiar ritual when she was stressed, it seemed like a
good start. I kneaded my fingers into her scalp, alternately pulling
gently on her hair. “So, Mom, I need you to just listen, okay? Hear
me out.”
“I will.” I knew how Lulu often paused to think while
talking, unnerving for me, given my think-out-loud style. At my
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worst, I interrupted the silence with questions and she shut down.
This time she found her pace quickly, pausing only
to clench her teeth when her eyes glazed over. “They put me
on suicide watch for no reason, after I told a nurse that I was
depressed about Max going to Iraq. His class graduated three
months before mine, and they still treated us like we were single,
living in different barracks and all. I had to stay in my room
twenty-four-seven with my roommate guarding me. No phone,
no visitors. I asked to see a counselor when I couldn’t sleep.
When I told her I was depressed, she didn’t say a word to me, just
smoked her cigarette and looked at her watch. Finally, she asked
if I wanted to kill myself, and when I said ‘No,’ she told me to go
back to my room.”
I was furious. An image flashed in my mind of a
psychiatrist at my workplace who fell asleep when talking to
patients. Nothing was ever done about it, despite staff write-ups.
Had I thought the military would do better?
“Then I was called into a meeting with ten male
sergeants,” Lulu continued. “They said I had defied authority
by getting married. I’d heard that ten other couples had applied
after we did. According to the sergeant, Max and I had broken
the rules by not filling out the paperwork correctly. That was a lie
because we did it by the letter.”
I had seen the paperwork and it had been approved. Had
she been set up as an example for others? I was a witness at their
wedding, conducted by Judge Gammill, Justice of the Peace for
Coffee County, Alabama. I carried a picture in my wallet of Lulu,
Max and the judge, all standing in front of a mounted deer head,
the horns appearing to sprout from Max’s head. He got a lot of
ribbing for that. “I know you were hoping to be deployed to the
same site,” I said. “Is this still going to happen?”
“No, Mom. The sergeants said the Army wouldn’t
recognize our marriage. They said Max would go to Iraq and
I would never see him again. When I got back to my room, I
heated my dog tag with my lighter and scratched my arm. It
didn’t bleed, but it burned and stopped the pain. My roommate
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told on me. I don’t blame her.” Her eyes widened, as if startled by
the memory.
As she spoke, I was blessing the roommate.
“That’s when they sent me here,” she explained, and then
she became silent, deep in thought. After a time, she said, “Max is
coming to visit tonight and he leaves for Iraq in a week.” Her face
crumbled, tears spilling from her eyes. “I wasn’t strong, Mom. I
wasn’t a warrior.”
My heart ached. “You were trying to express your pain the
best way you could. That takes warrior courage.”
As we sat together in silence, I found myself building a
legal case in my mind. It seemed to me that my daughter was
being harassed. They isolated her, they took her phone, and they
denied her a legal marriage. “Do you think you were suicidal, like
they said?”
A wrinkle appeared on her brow. “I’d never kill myself,
Mom. I just felt desperate when I couldn’t get any help and
couldn’t reach anybody.”
I knew she meant it, and relief washed down my back. I
was struck by her new emotional vulnerability. She had grown
stronger, more able to express her feelings. She seemed freer to
be herself. And I, hopefully, had become a better listener. Only
good can come from this, came a voice from deep inside. “I know,”
I told her. “As they say, desperate times often call for desperate
measures. And then a door can open and things change.” Lulu
looked at me and smiled, nodding. Though the future was
unknowable, we sat together in a comfortable silence. As the
afternoon light changed from bright to soft tones, I saw her relax.
I began to feel surprisingly at peace myself.
When Max arrived, looking handsome in his uniform and
standing a full six-four, I wanted to leave them to be together.
Before I walked into the hall, I hugged him and whispered, “I’ll
hold you in my thoughts and prayers until you return safely to
Lulu’s arms.”
As I walked out of the building, I remembered Lulu’s
decision to join the rugby team in her senior year of high school.
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She seemed to relish the danger, thrilled to risk injury. Today
she seemed like a more secure, softer young woman. At that
moment, a red-winged blackbird landed in my path, its glossy
black feathers and scarlet shoulder patches glowing in the
sunlight. Strutting and puffing its chest, it surged skyward to join
the migration of its flock. I’d read that red-wing blackbirds band
together, closing ranks to form a mass that cannot be penetrated
by predators. They seem to possess a fierce instinctive loyalty as
they journey through the sky.
Watching the one merge with the many, I knew that
Lulu’s unfolding was just as it was meant to be. I basked in the
knowledge that divine protection comes in many forms and all
life is interconnected. I could see that despite my feelings of fear
and separation, I am never really alone.
•

Two months later, Lulu was honorably discharged from
the U.S. Army as a married woman. Although no legal action was
taken to make this happen, U.S. Representative Barbara Lee had
paved the way at Lulu’s request.
Max served one tour in Iraq and was honorably
discharged a year later. They are now living in Berkeley where
they are pursuing careers in health care. In their spare time, Max
draws, Lulu makes clay sculptures, and they play tennis.
As for me, I’ve grown to respect my daughter as a woman
who makes good decisions, and I’ve been reinforced in my belief
that life reveals itself in unexpected and often miraculous ways.
••
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Author Biographies
Lynn C. Miller, novelist and playwright, is author of the novels
The Fool’s Journey and Death of a Department Chair and co-editor
of Voices Made Flesh: Performing Women’s Autobiography. She’s
taught writing and performance at the University of Southern
California, The Pennsylvania State University, and the University
of Texas at Austin. Forthcoming in March 2013 is Find Your Story,
Write Your Memoir (written with Lisa Lenard-Cook) from the
University of Wisconsin Press. www.lynncmiller.com
Lisa Locascio’s writing has appeared in many journals, including
American Short Fiction, Faultline, The Northwest Review, Grist,
and Reed. She has received honors and support for her writing
from several institutions, including the National Foundation for
the Advancement of the Arts. Lisa has taught seminars in writing
and literature at New York University, the University of Southern
California, and several mentorship organizations. She lives in Los
Angeles and can be visited on the internet at www.lisalocascio.com
Nancy Dobson’s poetry has won several awards, including an
Academy of American Poets Prize. Her work has been published
in several publications, including The Sun Magazine and Evening
Street Review. Dobson lives and teaches in Northern California,
and is a proud graduate of Cal Poly San Luis Obispo’s English
Department. Follow her on Twitter at @nancy_dobson.
Myra Strober, winner Nonfiction, is Professor Emerita of
Education and Economics at Stanford University. She is
the founding director of Stanford’s Center for Research on
Women (now the Clayman Institute for Gender Research) and
past-president of the International Association for Feminist
Economics (IAFFE). Her books include The Road Winds Uphill
all the Way: Gender, Work, and Family in the United States and
Japan (1999) and Challenging Habits of Thought: Conversations
Across Disciplines (2010). http://www.gsb.stanford.edu/users/myras
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Alena Guest is the recipient of the Carmen Gabriela EtcheberryFreund Memorial Fellowship for 2012. Her work has appeared in
the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art Newsletter, Good
Words, the International Board of Hypnotherapy Journal and
Local Heroes. A recording of her original hypnotherapy script,
Preparing for Surgery with Guided Imagery, will be released
this autumn. Ms. Guest, a medical hypnotherapist, is currently
on staff at the Mendocino Coast District Hospital. She lives in
Fort Bragg with her husband, Steve Siler, and their vaudevillian
canary, Bogey. Alena blogs at www.alenaguesthypnotherapy.com/
mindwalk
Leilani Clark lives in Santa Rosa, California, where she is a staff
writer at the North Bay Bohemian. Her journalism, fiction
and essays have appeared in Storyscape, Clamor, Punk Planet,
Shareable.net (online) and the Sacramento News and Review.
“Island” first appeared in Storyscape Literary Journal. Find links to
her writing at www.leilaniclark.com.
Angela Peñaredondo is a poet and artist living in Los Angeles,
California, born in Iloilo City, Philippines. She studied fine arts
in San Francisco State and Australia’s Queensland College of Art.
Currently, she’s completing her MFA in Poetry from University
California Riverside, where she was awarded the Dean’s
Distinguished Fellowship. Her poems can be found in 20x20
Magazine and Global Graffiti.
Janet Isaacs Ashford holds a B.A. in Psychology from UCLA and
has been writing professionally since 1983. She is the author of
two books on childbirth, seven on graphic design, and numerous
magazine articles on both topics. Her short story, “Natural
Love: A Parody,” appears in Cyborg Babies: From Techno-sex to
Techno-tots (Routledge, 1989). Writer Margaret Atwood called
it “Enlightening, creepy, and hilarious.” Her web site is www.
jashford.com.
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Heather Apasan is a sophomore at Fort Bragg High School. She
enjoys reading, writing, and studying topics that interest her.
She was a Junior Scholar at the 2012 Mendocino Coast Writers
Conference where she learned valuable writing Dos and Don’ts
from her instructor and other writers. She enjoys writing because
it gives her an escape and a way to express how she sees the
world.
Judy K. Mosher, Ph.D., has called New Mexico home for over
25 years. She is a founding member of High Desert Poets
and has had poems published in Accolades, Adobe Walls, A
Good Place to Stumble Upon, Santa Fe Literary Review, and
200newmexicopoems.wordpress.com. In earlier incarnations, she
was a college professor, counselor, and Jill-of-all-trades. Besides
writing poetry, she wanders with her rescue golden retriever
Jessie along Santa Fe’s arroyos.
Stephen Sottong worked as a computer programmer, electronics
technician, electrical engineer and librarian before retiring. He
now lives behind the Redwood Curtain in Eureka, California,
with his wife, three cats and four hives of bees, devoting himself
to his first love: writing fiction and science fiction.
Lynne Jerome lives with her family in Oakland, CA.
Ellen Woods is a recently retired psychiatric social worker who
returned to writing in the twenty-first century after a love of
journalism in high school and creative writing in college. She is
a student at the San Francisco Writing Salon, enjoying looking
back at her life through the genres of memoir and poetry. She
won an honorable mention at the Soulmaking Keats Literary
Competition 2011 for Green Dragon, a true coming of age story of
a hilarious trip to Las Vegas where she and her daughter got their
first tattoos. She’s read at WOW! Voices Now 2011 and the San
Mateo County Fair Literary Arts Stage 2011.
••
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About the Mendocino Coast Writers
Conference

E

very July for twenty-three years, the Mendocino Coast
Writers Conference has brought writers together for a threeday conference on the spectacular Northern California coast.
Under the guidance of established writers, editors, agents and
publishers, participants can develop their craft along with their
connections to other writers and the publishing world. Past
instructors, chosen as much for their teaching ability as for their
professional skills, include Alison Luterman, Ellen Sussman,
James Houston, John Dufresne, Ellen Bass, Kim Addonizio,
Valerie Miner, Ben Percy, and Jean Hegland.
Presenters for the July 26-28 2012 conference were:
Kim Addonizio, Steve Almond, Prudence Breitrose, David
Corbett, Jody Gerhman, Robin Hemley, Stacey Jay, Don & Shirley
Kirkpatrick, Elizabeth Pomada & Michael Larsen, Ginny Rorby,
Elizabeth Rosner, Jack Shoemaker, Claudia Sternbach, Gordon
Warnock, Amy Wachspress, and Victoria Zacheim.
Board Members for the twenty-third annual conference
held on July 26-28, 2012 were: Henri Bensussen, Maureen
Eppstein, Tony Eppstein, Kate Erickson, Marie Judson-Rosier,
Barbara Lee, Jill Myers, Katy Pye, Ginny Rorby, Fran Schwartz,
Nona Smith and Norma Watkins.
••
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Mendocino Coast Writers Conference
P.O. Box 2087, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
www.mcwc.org
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